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Frequently the ECG signal is coupled with artifacts
such as 50 Hz hum, baseline wandering and muscle noise
etc. These artifacts come from different sources and are
coupled to the ECG in different ways. They should be
minimized .bef_ore any diagnosis or monitoring is attempted
otherwise serious error may occur, Many researchers have-
attempted to minimize these artifacts through different
filtering techniques such as fixed linear filter, adaptive
filter, averaging in frequency or time domain, statistical
calcultation etc.
With the introduction of the single --chip microprocessor
and its wide application in digital signal. processing and
process control in viwN of its many advantages, it is
believed that every ECG recorder or monitor will incorporate.
such device to do signal processing in future. However
presently there is still one major problem for the micro-
processor, An. economical microprocessor only have simple
instructions and it is difficult to use a microprocessor
to do real time signal processing if the input sampling
3rate is too high. Different filtering techniques have been
used in ECG signal processing but most of them are not sut-
able for real time processing with an economical micropro-
cessor,
A fast and effective method has been developed as part
of this project to reduce the 50 Hz hum with an attenuation
of greater than 4OdB. This method only requires two additions,
one subtraction and 5 shiftings of data in the process in
addition to updating the storage. It can be implemented on
any 8 bit general microprocessor to. do real time hurry rejection
with a high input rate which is not less than 3 KHz using
1 MHz clock rate. A modification of this filter was used to
reduce the baseline wandering. It was observed that this
filter with a cutoff frequency greater than 0.25 Hz would
distort the T wave of the ECG signal. Therefore the cutoff
frequency should be limited to 0.25 Hz or less. In the actual
implementation of these processes, care must be taken to
prevent limit cycle oscillation, adder overflow and large
roundoff error,
From the result of filtering the ECG by a conventional
Butterworth lowpass filter and a moving average filter with
various cutoff frequency, it was observed that the lowpass
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filter with too low cutoff frequency distorted the QRS
and the ST segment but the moving average filter only
attenuated the QRS0 As a lovwpass filter of lower cutoff
frequency can reject greater muscle noise, a sectioiial
moving average filter was adopted to smooth the ECG,
This can smooth individual portion of the -ECG more effect
ively than a conventional lowpass fit ter A
Compression of ECG signal is desirable and often
necessary for real time processing and transmission. A
method of encoding in terms of time- duration had been
developed. A compression ratio of 10:1 was possible
using this method. The compressed ECG is suitable for
real time rhythmic analysis. and dig tai. transmission to
ECG signal processing cen,reo
Some other premonitoring of input signal are also
incorporated in the preprocessing. These include indication
of absence of input signal, noisy input, and over-amplitude
input. A high transient elimination of occasional A/D
missing code or switching noise of sample/hold had also
been incorporated in the preprocessing.
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An electrocardiogram (ECG) is the record of the electrical
activities of heart, The standard measuring method of such
electrical activities was first introduced by E'nthoven in
1906. Since then, most cardiac abnormalities has been observed
to be readily revealed in the ECG recorded of such patients.
The ECG has been increasingly used as a major too! for
diagnosis of heart desease....and also used to continuously
monitor critically ill patients or patients undergoing surgery,
It is quite often that artifacts are easily coupled to
the ECG signal during the recording of the signal-,, she artifacts
are the ac hum interference, the muscle noise, the' baseline
drift o.f various origins etc. An ECG signal distorted by such
artifacts may easily give rise to an incorrect measurement
of the signal resulting in a wrong diagnosis. A clear, ECG
signal, an ECG coupled with 50 Hz hum and an ECG with muscle
noise are shown in figure 1-1. Usually these artifacts are
minimized before any diagnosis is made.
In the early stage, only analog. filters were used in ECG
recorders or ECG processing instruments. The analog filter was
implemented with, passive RLC components (resistors, inductors,
2(c)(b)(a)-
Fig. 1-1 (a) A clean ECG, (b.) an ECG coupled with
50 Hz hum, (c) an ECG coupled with muscle
noise,
capacitors) and active components (vacuum tubes, transistors,
operational amplifier). The 1LC components usually available
in the market only have discrete value and limited precision.
These passive or active-components vary with temperature and
their values gradually change due to aging. Hence the design
of accurate analog filter requires the selection of high pre-
cision and high quality components as well as good perfor-
mance.
After the invention-of digital computer and digital filter-
ing technique,much of the ECG signal processing has been carried
3out by digital computer in various hospital and the artifacts
were minimized by digital filter implemented by software
programs. The digital filters are chosen to reject the arti-
facts because there are many advantages of them. The problems
of accuracy, aging of PLC components and temperature drift
do not appear in digital filter. The gain and the passband
of a digital narrow-band filter stay absolutely constant.
Also the digital filter can be easily modified by changing
the contents of the processing program. In spite of many
advantages of digitally processing ECG signal by a digital
computer, there is, still one major drawback. The cost of a
digital computer is high, such that it is very expensive:. to
continuously monitor few patients.by a digital computer.
For example a PDP 1 1 /4-5 digital computer only handles four
bedside monitor(,). Now this problem can be solved by partition-
ing the ECG processing job to be done by microprocessor so
that a digital computer can monitor more patients.
The microprocessor is a recently developed large scale
integrated device. There are many advantages of using it to
do ECG signal preprocessing. It has nearly-the same computa-
tional ability as a minicomputer. It is economical and compact.
The normal price of a general microprocessor is about ten
dollars (US) (e.g. MC6800, Z80, 8085). A compact microprocessor
is often fabricated with input/output ports, random access
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memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), or erasable progr_amable
read only memory (EPROM) and clock circuits to form a micro-
computer. A digital signal processing unit can be formed by
just using one such compact single chip microcomputer. Hence
the microprocessor or one chip microcomputer is expected to
be a magic tool. to solve many problems of signal processing
and process control. Figure 1-2 shows a minimum ECG signal
processing unit and the contents of a one chip microcomputer Z8.
The processing unit consists of an analog to digital (A/D)
converters a single chip microcomputer, a digital to analog
(D/A) converter and a display unite The microcomputer contains
I/O ports, central processing unit (CPU), RAI`M, EPROM and
clock circuit, Although there are many advantages in a micropro-
cessor/ one chip microcomputer, there exists one difficult
problem of using it to do real time ECG signal processing,
Frequently an ECG signal is converted into digital data. at
more than 250 data/sec. It means that less than 4 cosec is
allowed to process one data in-real time processing. A general
microprocessor often has simple instructions and large number
of instructions are required to do signal processing, If a
processing method requires too many instructions of long
execution time, then it is not suitable for real time pro-
cessing of ECG signal.
. The purpose of this project is to find some fast and
5Signal









Fig. 1-2 (a) Block diagram of a min .tun microprocessor
based ECG signal processing system 9 (b) content
of a typical compact microcomputer Z8.
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effective methods to do real time preprocessing of ECG signal.
by microprocessor. The preprocesses include signal monitoring
(indication of over-amplitude input, noisy input and no signal
input), reducing slow baseline wandering, 50 Hz hum cancelling,
high frequency noise rejection and data compression (encoding). A
simplified'block diagram of the ECG preprocessing unit and the pro-
cesses in the microprocessor is shown in figure 1-3. The ECG signal
after preprocessing may be sent to* the central digital computer
for continuous monitoring of cardiac patients, such that a
digital computer can handle more patients,
The above developed microprocessor based ECG signal pro-
processor may be added to an ECG recorder for minimizing the
noise of ECG and signal monitoring. As the size of the single
chip microcomputer is very small, it can be added to an ECG
recorder of any size (e. g. a pocket size ECG recorder of
4.5 cm x 11 cm x 15.5 cm) without problem. Therefore a delicate
and intelligent ECG recorder can, be made by incorporating one


















Fig. 1-3 A block diagram of the ECG signal preprocessing uniti
and the processes done by the microprocessor system.
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CHAPTER TWO SOME BASIC CONCEPTS OF ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
The heart propels blood throughout the body to deliver
,oxygen and nutrients to and remove wastes' from each of the
organs. It also provides for the transport of hormones and
other regulatory substances between various regions of the
body. So as the name implies, it is the heart of a body.
An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a record of the rhythmically
electrical activities of the heart. It provides the cardio
logists a convenient method to detect various heart deseaseso
Some basic concepts of electrocardiogram are presented in
this chapter.
2-1 Generation of an ECG
The electrocardiogram is the record of.the sequential
electrical activities of the heart over each cardiac cycle,
To understand how each portion of the electrocardiogram is
generated,, it is necessary to briefly review the basic anatomy
of the heart with particular reference to the electrical
cahaacteristics of the relevant constituents.
9(i) Cardiac cycle and the conduction system of the heart
The heart is divided in four chambers:- the left
and right atria in the upper portion of the heart,
the left and right ventricle in the low portion of the
heart. It contracts to propel blood through out the body
to deliver oxygen and-nutrients to and remove wastes from
each of the organ o
The period- from the end of one heart contraction to, the
end of the next contraction is called the cardiac cycle, It
consists of a period of relaxation called diastole followed
by a. period of contraction called systole. Prior to the
onset of systole with the heart still at rest a blood enters
the atria frol-ll. the vents cava and pulmonary veins o Systole
starts with the contraction of the atrial-,muscles resulting
in blood being forced into the ventricle from the atria,
The latter then go into ,relaxation, The ventricles next begin
to contract, As the pressure in the ventricles builds up, it,
closes the atrioventricular valves preventing blood returning
to the atria and forces open the pulmonary and aortic valves
forcing blood into the-lungs and aorta.
The inherent ability. to initiate and conduct impulses
which stimulate muscular contraction distinguishes the
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specialized neuromuscular tissue of the heart knovm as
conduction system .from the rest of the heart. The conduction
system(2) consists of (1) sinoatrial (SA) node, (2) inter-
nodal atrial pathways, (3) atrialventr_i cular (AV) node,
(it) buddle of His, (5) right and left bundle branches and
(6) Purkin j e system as shown in figure 2--1-1. The SA node
is located in the posterior wall of the right-atrium
immediately beneath and medial to the opening of the superior
vena Cava. The AV node lies at the bottom, left and front
portion of the right atrium. The bundle of His is in.
direct continuity with the lower portion of the AV node
and is located on the endocardial surface of tine right side
of the interatrical septum. The light and left bundle
branches along the wall separating the right and left ven-
tricles, The Purkin j e system connects the bottom part of the
bundle branches to the entire musculature of the two
ventricles
(ii) Membrane potential
A. normal rested muscle or nerve cell has a potential
difference of about 75 my to 95 mv(3) across the cell
membrance with the interior negative with respect to the
exterior. The magnitude of this potential depends on the
type of the muscle or nerve,, For example the resting potential
11









Fig. 2-1-1 The conducting system of a heart(4)
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of cardiac muscles is about -80 my to -85 my whereas the
resting potential of the SA node at the onset of diastole
is about -60 my to -70 mv, Excitation (depolarization) of
the muscle cell can occur when an appropriate stimulus
reduces the transmembrano -potential to a certain critical
level: the threshold level. It results in a positive
potential( 20 mv) across the membrane. The muscle then
quickly repolarizes to retain its resting state. This
depolarization-repolarization potential is termed the action
potential which indirectly causes the muscle fibres to contract,
An ECG is generated by a sequence of such depolarization
and repolarization of various portion of the heart.
(iii) The electrical sequence of the heart and the ECG
waveform
- The electrical sequence of the heart begins at the
SA node which has the property of automatically increasing
its resting potentials. As it fires, the electrical impluse
spreads over the atria very quickly causing almost simultan-
eous depolarization of tae atrical muscle and hence the
resulting contraction of the atria to quash the blood into
ventricles. This impulse also passes through the internodal
fibres to arrive at the AV node with faster speed. This
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depolarization of atria produces the P wave on the ECG.
Fortunately, the conduction system is organized so
that the cardiac impulse will not travel from the atria into
ventricles.- too rapidly thus allowing time for the atria
.to empty their contents into the ventricles before ventri-
cular contraction begins o It is primarily the AV node and
its associated conductive fibres that delay the transmission
of the cardiac impulse .from the atria into the ventra_cl es o
This delay results in an equal potential at the ECG known
as the P--R segment.
The impulse after the delay at the AV node passes down
the bundle of His, the right and left bundle branches and
then. via the Purkinje system spreads all over the two
ventricles. Again it causes almost simultaneous depolariza-
tion of the ventricular rauscle. This excitation causes the
ventricle to contract to propel. blood into the lungs and
aorta. The depolarization of ventricles forms a QRS complex
on the ECG. The atria repolarize at the same time as the
ventricular muscles depolarize and its re-polarizing wave
is burried in the QP,S complex because of its small amplitude
The deplorized ventricles return to its resting state
through repolarization and form a T wave on the ECG.
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The transmission path of the impulse is shown in figure
2-1-2a, b. A typical ECG waveform is shown in figure 2-1-2c.
2-2 Electrical model of ECG sii rnal
We may now consider how the spread of depolarization
wave can be' measured from the human body surface. We
first look at a sihple model of a dipole. A dipole is
an electrical source of distributed charge of opposite
polarity. An electrical potential can be measured from
the surface of a volume conductor enclosed with a dipole.
The electrical field and potential pattern of a dipole is
shown 'in figure *2-2-1 a. Lines of negative equal potential
generated on the negative side of the dipole mid positive
equal potential on the other. half side. Now the heart can
be treated as a dipole during the depolarization or re-
polarization period because only portion of the heart
deplolarizes (form positive potential). The tissue of the
body can serve as a volume conductor. Hence the measurement
of ECG signal is similar to measuring the potential of a







Fig. 2-1-2 (a) A simplified transmission path of the impulse(5).
(b) transmission of ECG pulse with time indication,
(3)




Fig. 2 2-1 a Surface of constant electrostatic
potential and electric field set up
by an electric dipole,-,.,.
Fig. 2-2-1b
Partially depolarized ventricles within the
body depicted as an electrical dipole in a volume con-
ductor. The dipole is seen as the rectangle in the cen-
ter of the figure, which is positively charged to the ight
and negatively charged to the left. The volume conduc-
tor is shown as a circle (solid line) within which are
drawn isopotential lines (dashed lines). Potentials (in-
dicated in millivolts) can be recorded from the surface
of the volume conductor via electrodes (leads) such as
A and B, which face regions of the surface where po-
tentials are —1 and +1 mV, respectively. Also shown
is an indifferent lead (V), which records zero potential
because it is connected to several electrodes placed
0n roe surface of the volume conductor in such a way
the- :he sum of the recorded potentials is zero.,
(8)
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2-3 The measuring_method of ECG and its significance
Eintho.ven introduced the first standard bipolar limb
lead: (I ,1T ,III) system to obtain the ECG signal from
patients in. 1906 (9)* a He placed electrodes on RA(right arm),
LA (left arm) and LL (left leg). The EC,G -signal was taken from
the electrical potential difference between any two limbs.
A RL (right leg) electrode was also connected to the patient
and was directed, to ground. This lead plays no role in the
production-of the ECG,, It just gives a path for electrical.
interference running from the body surface to ground. In
modern ECG llmachin e, this. wire is driven by a right leg
driver to reduce the interference. The connections ofthe
limb leads are shov.n .n IN-. figure ..2 -3- E E Even ,hover also s toted.
the relationship of these l.eads in algebric form viz,
lead I- lead II+ lead III= 0. i.e. if the electrical
potentials of any two of the three standard leads EGG are
recorded, the third one --.earn be determined mathematically from
the sum or the difference of the first two.
In 1932, Wilson introduced the unipolar lead (VP, VL,
VF) system An indifferent potential was formed by connect-
ing this electrode to RA, LA and LL through suitable resistors,
The potential difference was measured between one of these
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limb leads (RASLALL) and the indifferent electrode (Zero
potential) and were referred to as unipolar limb lead system.
There are some relationships between these lead system and
the standard lead system. The relationships are
(2)
Later these unipolar leads system was modified to the
augmented limb leads system. The modification involves the
.connection of-the indifferent electrode which was formed by
connecting this electrode to any two limbs through resistors
and the potential was measured between this electrode and the
remainder limb electrode, The connections of such system is
shown in figure 2-3-1. The relation between this new lead
system and the already mentioned lead systems are
This augmented limb lead system had since superceded the
unipolar limb lead system. in view of its simpler con.nectiLon
and ability to provide--larger output.
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Wilson also introduced the unipolar precordial chest
leads (V1--V6). In this case, the electrocardiogram is recorded
with one electrode placed on the anterior aspect of the chest
over the heart, as illustrated by the six seperate points
in figure 2-3-1, and another indifferent electrode formed
by connecting this eledtrrode to PA, LA, LL through resistors.
As already pointed out in the previous section, the
measurement of the electrical potential on the surface of
human body is. similar to the measurement of an, electrical:
potential of a dipole placed inside a volume conductor. The
electrical potential generated by the cardiac muscle is a
tirne-varying three dimensional spatial vector. The significance
of the above various leads can be explained with figure
2--3--2, A spatial cadiac vector loop is shown in figure 2--3w
.2a. The spatial. cardiac vector loop is the complete cardiac:
vector of a heart beat. The cardiac vector (spatial electrical
potential) starts at the origin 0 and returns to this point
following the path as shown in the figure. The above-mentioned
various leads recordings are actually projections of this
vector, e. g. lead I-III, and lead aVR- aV are obtained
through two succeeding projections viz. (i) front view pro-
jection to form a plane vector, (ii) line projection of the
front view. Since the vector varies with time, the line













(Augmented)Unipolar limb leads LeadaVE
Lead aVR Lead aVL
V out Vout V out
Vj Fourth intercostal space,
at right sternal margin.
Fourthintercostal space,
at left sternalmargin.
V3 Midway between V2 and
V4 Fifth intercostal space,at
mid-clavicularline.
V5 Samelevel as V4, on an-
terior axillary line.




Fig, 2-3-1 The 12. conventional ECG lead configuration
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at a constant preselected speed. Similarly the VI-v6 leads
are recorded using side view projection and line projection.
Such projections are shown in figure 2-3-2b, c.
There are also some lead systems to measure the ECG plane
vector. These are the helm, Burger, Schmitt, Duchosal and Frank
system. Of these, the most frequently used one is the Frank
lead system and is shown in figure 2--3-3. Such ECG plane
vector is used in medical centre by special medical groups
only because of (1) expensiveness of equipment and time
involved, (2) standards for normal and abnormal vector are yet
to be established.
2-4 The use of ECG in. clinical diagnosis
Since the electrical activity of the heart is related
to the contraction of the heart, any change of the trans-
mission path or malfunction of some portions of the heart,
may affect the shape of the ECG. Usually the ECG is recorded
with a horizontal scale of 25mm/sec and a vertical scale of
10mm/mv. Some of the normal range of values for the standard
'leads I, I I, III ECG is given in Table 2-4--1 and the typical
12 leads ECG is shown in figure 2-4-1. With the advance in




Fig. 2-3-2 (a) The ECG spatial vector and its first projection;
(b) second projection of the front view;





































H: Forehead or neck.
F: Left leg
I,E,C,A,M same transverse level:
the fourth intercostal space if the patient is supine,
the fifth intercostal space if the patient is sitting.
I: Right anterior axillary line.
E: Center of sternum.
C: At a 45 degree angle between E and A..
M: Center of spine.
Fig. 2-3-3 (a) The electrodes position of Frank lead system;
(b) the Frank, vieighting network(2)
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Table 2-4-1(6).
RECAMTLATONS OF AVERAGE XORMAI, InTERVAULS AM) AMPLITCDES
With Tiif.ir Norma i. Ranhks
(From Ashman and Hull)




Children I ad 1
l-ad II.
Lead 111
. I ft'r. a m phtuJc in in m. Range in mm.
0.55 0 to 1
1.25 0.3 to 2.3
0.8 1.0 to 2.0
1.70 0 to 1.5
1 .30 0.5 to 2.5
0.60 0.7 to 2.0
Adults 1 ,ead II
Children 1aid II











































































Fig. 2-4-1 Twelve normal ECG recorded by
the 12 conventional lead system.(11)
greatly increased. Some elementary ECG diagnoses of heart
disease are given below in order to promote a better picture
of the importance of signal preprocessing.
(i) Sinus arrhythmia
If the ScAe node malfunctions, it may cause irregular
beating of the heart. The heart beats are faster during in¬
spiration and slower in 'expiration. When the rate is less
than 60 per minutej it is called sinus bradycardia and when
the rate exceeds 100 per minute, it is called tachycardia.
The ECG waveform of sinus arrhythmia is shown in figure
2-4-2a.
(ii) Atrial flutter
The atrial flutter is a rapid, regular fluttering of
the atria of heart at a rate greater than 200 beatsmin.
With this rapid atrial arrhythmia only a small number of
electrical impulses,can pass through the AV. node to reach
the ventricle. Therefore the ECG waveform of such heart
disease shows large number of P wave with small number of




ECG for atria! flutter
(b)
Fig. (a) ECG for sinus arrhythmia,
(b) ECG for atrial flutter.
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(iii) AV`-Blocking.
I f there is some defects of the AV node, then the
transmission of the elelectrical pulse from atrial to
ventricle will be partial blocked or completely blocked.
The simple case of incomplete block is the longer transmission
(i.e. longer RR interval). One of the other incomplete AV
block (the third degree AV block) is shown in figure
2-4-3a. The waveform in this case shows unequal rate
of p wave and QR S c o nip l e x.
(iv) Premature ventricular beat (PVC)
The premature ventricular beat is produced by some
ectopic pacemaker- generated by some portion of the ventricular
.mass. This is, often of abnormal shape as shown in figure
2-5-3b.
2-5 ECG disturbed by. artifacts
Some artifacts can appear in the ECG record. These
artifacts may be due to ac, hum interference, baseline drift,
and tremor noise etc. The ac. hum originates from supply
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(b)
Fig 2-4-3 (a) ECG for third degree block,
(b) ECG for premature ventricular beat(5).
Baseline drift may be caused by inproper electrode attachment,
swinging leads and slow breathing etc. The tremor noise is
due to the muscular tremor of a patient because of nervous
or pathological factors.
These artifacts may distort the waveform of EGG signal
or even cause large overawing. Some EGG ..waveforms contaminated
with these artifacts are shown in figure 2~5~1 and figure
2~5~2. An ECG distorted by the above artifacts gives rise
to great difficulty in visualautomatic heart disease diagnosis
.or monitor because the important characteristics (peak, duration
slope etc.) of the distorted ECG cannot be measured precisely.
For example, the detection of first degree AV block is determined
by the length of P-R interval with duration above the normal
valve (0.2 sec). It is hard to obtain an accurate measurement
of the PR interval from the distorted ECG( refer to figure
2-5-1 to 2-5-2).
A real time ECG monitoring is an important part of
post-operative care following open heart surgery or any
major surgery. The patient after surgery is continuously
monitored over a long period. Of particular importance
are the rhythmic activities of the heart. In early stage,
such a long term monitor could only be done by nurse or
trained ECG worker. As a long time monitor is a very
fatigued job for human being, it is possible for one to




Fig, 2-5-1 (a) An ECG coupled with 50 Hz hum,
(b) An ECG, of baseline drifting(7)
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dig. 2-5-2 (a) ECG with muscle tremor,
(b) ECG with body movement.
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a digital computer is used to help in automatic monitor.
It is often only used for the more critically ill patient
because of its high cost. The automatic monitor is based
on the measurement of the amplitude, duration, slope,
area etc. of the ECG. Hence a preprocessing of ECG with
reduction of artifacts and data compression included is
.a necessary step for real time ECG monitor or diagnosis.
This preprocessing is better to be done by microprocessor
of good performance and low price.
2-6 Summary
An ECG signal is a record of the electrical activities
of the heart. The basic idea of ECG diagnosis is to relate
the ECG waveform to the mechanical action and physiology of
the heart e. g. the P wave is the depolarization wave of the
atria PR interval is the transmiss-ion delay in the AV junction
QRS complex is the depolarization wave of the ventricle etc.
There are various conventional-lead systems for recording
the ECG signal but it should be pointed out that they had not
been invented basically for measuring the various activities
of the heart. They only provide different projection of the
cardic vector for convenient and accurate diagnosis.
Some artifacts can appear in the ECG signal and cause
an incorrect measurement or 'wrong diagnosis. Even though
the ECG was discovered and used in clinical diagnosis for
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nearly one hundred years, the existance of artifacts in an
ECG signal is still a problem to. be solved by .ECG workers.
With the advance in technology,. the microprocessor is one
of the best tools to reduce the artifacts.
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CHAPTER THREE FILTERING THE 50 Hz INTERFERENCE FROM
ECG IN REAL TIME BY MICROPROCESSOR
One of the major problems encountered in ECG recording
is the appearance of ac, hum at the output of the recorder.
This ac. hum interference which originates from the ac. supply
potential varies sinusoidally. at 50 cyc=Les/sec or 60 cycles/sec
depending on the frequency of the power supply in different
countries. In our country the ac, supply is 50 Hz, so that a
50 Hz hum is easily coupled to the ECG signal. 'Pin ECG signal
contaminated v ith 50 Hz hum is shown in figure 3-0-1. It can
be seen from this figure that the important characteristics
(peak, duration, morphology) of the signal are hidden by the
50 Hz hum. This 50 Hz hum noise must be eliminated from the
ECG signal, otherwise no diagnosis can be made.
F'i.g. 3-0-1 An ECG coupled with 50 Hz hum
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As the ac. hum interference caused a great difficulty in.
ECG diagnosis or monitor, much research work had been carried
out concerning this problem. These include the study of the
ways o f coupling( 12), such that sui_tabl e precaution,' .:f appli-
cable,, could be made to minimize the coupling. Besides pre-
caution, various filtering techniques were investigated and
applied to reject the 50 Hz hum from ECG by different researches
to meet with their requirement, These various filtering methods
were also incorporated into different co,,irnerical automatic
diagnosis programs to do ECG signal preprocessing. Most of
these filtering methods were implemented in off-line processing
by digital computer because of the high cost in real time
processing for few patients by digital computer or the impossible
real-time imDDlementation of the filter methods. Now the-mini-
mization of the 50 Hz interference from ECG can be handled
by microprocessor not only in real time but also at a reasonable
cost e
The source of .50 HZ hum its cou ling paths and3-1
recaition in ECG recor_ d i.
There are a number of ways that the ac* hum interference
could enter an ECG-recording system.. The source of 50 Hz hum,
its coupling paths and the precautionary methods must knownbe
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in order to minimize the level of interference during EGG
recording.
The source of the 50 Hz hum interference is the ac supply
potential. This interference can be present in any clinical
room and coupled to the input of ECG recording system in the
form of an alternating field. These ac fields can be classified
into two categories: magnetic and electric. A changing magnetic
field( B field) can induce in any nearby conductive loop an
electromotive force (EMF) which results in an ac potential.
A changing electric field E can produce interference by causing
ac current to flow to ground through the recording system.
This current flows through the body tissue and the recording
electrodes, thus producing ac potential, These ac potential, can
be coupled to the input of the ECG recording system, thus
produce an interference in the ECG signal.
There are many ways of generating such ac,., fields e.g.
lighting, ac power cord, transformer and motor etc. These ac
fields can induce an ac potential to the input of a recording
system through different ways( 12):(a) magnetic induction,
(b)-displacement currents into electrodes, (c) displacement
current into body, (d) equipment imperfection. These coupling




The 50 Hz hum interference as a .result of ac magnetic
field induction into a loop can he .referred to as magnetic
induction. It is known that any inductive loop in the
vicinity of a changing magnetic flux density will have
a.potential (EMF') induced in it. The intensity of this
potential is proportional to the area of the loop, its orien-
tation, and the magnitude of the magnetic flux intensity. The






This magnetic induction ca.nnot be prevented by using the
normal type shielded leads to record the ECG signal because
the shielding is not of ferrorlnag a:etic material. The changing. mag-
netic field is often generated by a transformer or an ac motor
of any measuring equipment operating -nearby- which is
seldom shielded by magnetic material. Therefore the. usual way of
minimization of the coupling is. to reduce the loop area (from






Fig. 3~1~1 (a) Good connection of twisted lead with small
area to reduce the magnetic induction, (b) bad connection with
large area to cause large magnetic induction.
(b) Displacement currents into electrode-leads
Changing the electric field intensity will capacitively
couple a displacement current into the EGG lead wires which
are assumed to be unshielded Figure 3-1-2a shows a recording
situation of electrode-tissue impedances and The
internal body resistance is assumed, to be zero in this analysis
of displacement currents into electrodes. The equivalent
electrical model is shown in figure 3~1-2b.
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Fig. 3-1-2 (a) A simple model of displacement current
into the electrode-leads., (b) The equivalent electrical
model of the recording situation.
The coupled displacement current will flow to
ground by the path of least impedance, because the induced
ac. electric field is produced by a changing electric potential
above ground.
With the assumption of large, value of input impedances
Z, of the ECG recorder( Z.= common mode input impedance,
Zj= differential mode input impedance), the coupled dis¬
placement current flows through the associated electrode-
tissue impedances() and the right leg electrode Zq.
Then a voltage difference appears at the input of ECG recorder
and is- Vg and can be obtained, from the following.
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It is seldom to have the case of
Therefore either an unbalanced electrode-tissue
impedance or unequal displacement currents into the leads
can cause interference.
The minimization methods of such coupling are:
using equal length of le'ads of equal electrode impedance,
using shielded leads and electrodes, eliminating the
unbalance of electrode-skin impedance by careful electrode
preparation.
(c) Displacement current into the body
From the previous paragraph, it is known that the
displacement current could enter the unshielded leads
because of capacitive coupling. The surface of human body
can also act as a capacitor and the displacement current
will flow through the body if it is connected to ground
through an external resistor. Figure 3-1-3 shows a
simple model of the displacement current into a body and
its equivalent electrical model.
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Fig. 3-1-3 a A simple model of displacement
current into a body
b/ The equivalent electrical model
K= constant
1= displacement current
There are two voltage sources generated at the
input of the EGG amplifier. On© is the differential
mode voltage (V= KZTI-n). i'he other is the common
mode input voltage (Vcm= IZ).
The general methods of minimizing such interference
are: increasing the common mode rejection ratio of the
ECG amplifier, changing the position of patients to reduce
the coupling. Other possible way as suggested by Schmitt
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is to cover the patient with. a grounded conductive
blanket. to shield against displacement current entering
the body.
(d) Equipment imperfection
The equipment imperfection of a recording system can_
increase the extent of interference. For example, the
mismatching of the input impedance of the ECG amplifier
can produce a large interference at the output of the
amplifier. Therefore a tight specification of ECG
recording equipment was recommended by.the American
Heart Association.
As there are many modes of coupling, some circuit
techniques are used in ECG amplifier to decrease the
interference. Some of these techniques are: placing
preamplifiers as near the electrodes as possible
to reduce the effect of electrode impedance unbalance
using guarding circuits to increase the imput impedance
of the amplifier using right leg drive circuits to isolate
the patient from ground and eliminate the common mode
potential interference.
Although the above circuit techniques can be used to
reduce the ac hum interference, sufficently large value
of this interference can easily appear at the output of the
ECG amplifier, since no technique can completely eliminate
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such hum interference. Hence different filtering techniques
are used to reduce the interference by various ECG workers.
3-2 Review on digital filtering of 50 IIz hum from ECG
A number of digital filtering techniques had been used
by various researchers to remove the ac hum interference
from ECG and some of them were implemented in automated
ECG diagnostic programs. They were normally designed to-
meet with their specific objective. A block diagram of the
usual digitral filtering processes is shown in figure 3-2-1.
The analog input signal x(t) is prefiltered and sampled,
periodically to give an input to the analog-to-digital
converter. The sampled signal is then converted into
binary data X(n)= X(t)_nrp- The digital input data is















Fig 3-2-1 A typical digital processor.
The presampling filter is used to prevent frequency
aliasing. The digital filtering process can be designed
in the time domain by statistical method or in the
frequency domain by approximating the amplitude frequency
response of the filtering process to the amplitude
frequency response of an ideal filter. The digital filter
is composed of three basic elements: adders, constant
multipliers, and delays. The various interconnection of
these elements into a particular network configuration is thet
key step .in digital filter synthesis. A simple digital 4











I X (n—N)_ X(n-1)
3-2-2 A simple digital filtering process®




'X(n)- input to the digital fliter at time t=nT
-;Y(n)= output from the digital filter at time t=nT
N= number of delay
X(n-N)- previous input with N delay
Y(n-N)= previous output with N delay.
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Usually the digital filter is related to the frequency
domain through Z transform. The relationship of the











The:.above digital filter of figure 3-2-2 can be











Fig. 3-2-3 Block diagram of a simple filtering process
and its tranfer function.
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In figure 3-2-3, H(Z) denotes the output /input transfer
equation with H(Z)= Y(Z)/X(Z) and the frequency response
of this filter can be obtained. by substitution of Z=ejwll
The above symbols are also used throughout this thesis.
Reviews and discussions of some of these filtering methods
are given below,
(a)Removing the 50 Hz noise by cross-correlation technique
( time domain)
One of the obvious method to filter the 50 Hz noise
is to identify the 50 Hz noise inside the signal, then
the noise is subtracted from the signals. -The estimation
of 50 Hz noise can be found by cross-correlation technique.
Consider the following equation
x(t)= s(t)+ n(t) 3.2.1
where x(t)= recorded signal contaminated with noise n(t)
s(t)= desired signal
n(t)= 50 Hz noise
= p sin (wt+O)
If the recorded signal is sampled at F times per second
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and is recorded for M seconds, then the sampled discrete
signal x(t) can be written as:
x(nF)= s(nF)+ P sin(wnF+ 9) 3.2.2
wi th ri= 1. P MF.
Now the problem is to form estimates P, w and© of the
parameters P, w, and 0 respectively An estimate s of the
desired signals can be found by subtracting the estimated
noise from the total recorded signal, i.e.
S(nF)= x(nF)- P sin(wnF+©).
If it is assumed that the parameters Ps w and 0 are constant
over the recorded length M, the cross-correlation technique
can be used to find P, w and 0.
Let x(nF; cos(w nFj
x(nF) sinCw.nF] 3.2.3
Then is a measure of the amplitude
of the coherent noise present at frequency. This P
will be a convex function of and shows a maximum value
at the power line frequency. Therefore the estimates of
P, w can be obtained by trial and error viz. substituting
variable frequency of w near the power line frequency.
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The estimated phase angle 0 can be found from the
expression 0 tan This method was used by
K.K Kelly in 1970 to remove the 50 Hz hum from ECG.
There are some drawbacks of this approach. It requires
complex computation and repeated trails in going through
the trial and error procedure. It requires data to be stored
up. during the estimation process and is not suitable for
continuous real time rejection of noise. In some circumstances
it may remove some desired signal. Hence this filtering
.technique is not suitable for continuously filtering the
50 Hz noise by microprocessor.
(b) Removing the 50 Hz by adaptive filtering technique
The usual method of removing noise from a signal is
• to pass it through a filter that tends to suppress the
undesired noise. Filter used for the ahove purpose can
be fixed or adaptive. The fixed filters are designed from
the prior knowledge of the characteristics of both the
signal and noise. They are dealt with in the next section.
The adaptive filter has the ability of adjusting their
own parameter automatically by a reference signal. The
degree of noise cancellation is adaptively modified.
A block diagram of an adaptive noise cancellor is shown
in figure A source•signal is sent to a sensor which
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also receives a noise n uncorrelated with the signal.
o
The combined signal and noise S+ n form the primary input
to the canceller. A second sensor receives a noise n



















Fig. 3—2— 4 Block diagram of an adaptive noise canceller.
unknown wray with the noise n. This sensor provides
the reference input to the canceller. The noise n
is filtered to produce an output y which is as close a
replica as possible of n.• This output is subtracted
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from the primary input 8 -t n to produce the system output
q•= s+nQ-y. This system output is used as an error signal€
to adjust the filtering process of. In order to minimize
the difference between n and y, the filtering process should
minimize the output power of q. The derivation of the requirement
for minimizing the output power is given below. The output of
n can be wri f.ten a p.
q= s+ nQ~ y
Squaring sone obtains
2 2' 2
q= s•+ (n0- y)~+ 2s(nQ-y)i 3.2.5
Taking the expected value of both sides of equation 32,5
and realizing that s is uncorrelated with n and y, yields
The signal power E£ sJ will be unaffected as the filter-




When the filter is adjusted so. that E[ q j is minimized,
E [(nQ- y)2J is also minimized Then the filter output
y is a best estimate of the primary noise n»
The minimization of the output power can be obtained
by a simplified adaptive process, A block diagram of the
adaptive process is shown in figure 3~2~5 set reference
inputs n- to n is sampled and is sent to the noise canceller®
The j in the diagram denotes the j th samples® The sampled
data are multiplied by a set of variable coefficients r-.
1 J
to r. and are summed up to give output y.. Then the system
output is obtained by the subtraction of yj from dj( the
source input)
For the sake of minimizing the output power q_., the
coefficients are adoptively adjusted by the following equation
2.7
3.2.7
where+ is the coefficient for raultipling the next
reference input riy The jl which is a fixed constant controls
the rate of adaptation. The equation of 32.7 is the main
process of adaptive canceller. The detailed derivation of thif
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Fig. 3-2-5 Block diagram of adaptive process.
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Bernard Widrow et alf used this method to filter
the 50 Hz from ECG signal. The reference noise input n
1
is the ac power line. A block diagram of their process is
shown in figure 3-2-6• They also worked out that the adaptive
process for the 50 Hz hum canceller is equivalent to a second
order notch filter. The bandwidth is adjusted by the constant
e The frequency response of the adaptive 50 Hz noise canceller
is shown in figure 3-2-7.
The advantage of this method is the tracking ability of
the hum. It can produce a null at the hum frequency even if
the hum frequency varies. The disadvantage of this method is
the requirement of extra reference signal, an exact 90° delay
circuit for phase cancellation and synchronous samplers. In
some circumstances, an ECG recorder is operated with D.C.
supply, then it is difficult to get the reference signal.
With these drawbacks, this method is not suitable for our
purpose.
(:C) Removing the 5° Hz hum from ECG by conventional digital
filters
The conventional digital filters (such as Butterworth,
Cheybeshev, elliptic) filters are often used in ECG signal
processing because of their well establishment and easy design.
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Pig 3-2- 6 Removing 5OR7, hum from ECG bv an adaptive
cancel! p.r.




by the constant p.,
o
SO HI Frequence
Fig. 3-2-7 Amplitude response of the above
SO hz hum cancellor.
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The design of such conventional filter can be easily obtained
from many texts C.S. Weaver et alo) used a sixth
order Butterworth filter to reduce the hum from ECG.
The implementation of these filters are straightforward.
Unlike the adaptive filter, they do not require extra reference
signal. These filters, are .implemented in recursive form and
a second order recursive process is shown in figure 3~2~8o
The coefficients in the 'filtering process can be obtained
by the bilinear transformation of their equivalent analog
transfer function. The higher order types of these conventional
filters are implemented by cascading two or more of the








Fig 3-2-8 A second order recursive digital filter.
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These conventional type filters are not choosen (in
our cases) to filter the 50 Hz hum from ECG because they
ar.e not very suitable for real time processing by a general
microprocessor e.g. 6800, Z80, Z8, 8080 etc. For example
the sixth order Butterworth filter used by C.S. Weaver
requires 15 multiplications (5 Znultiplicatio s for each second
order section) to generate one output sample. These multi--
plicatio s require about 25 msec execution time by a general
microprocessor 6800. This 25 msec execution time limits
(21)
the input data rate to below 40 samples/sec in real time-
process by the general microprocessor. This sampling rate
is definitely not suitable for ECG signal processing. Some
microprocessors can do the multiplication faster but their
prices are 6 to7 timesthat*of the economic type and their
mui.tiplicatioi- are unsigned. Extra instructions are required
to do signed multiplication, such that the overall execution
speed of these expensive microprocessors are still not very
fast. Therefore it is much better to develop a fast and effective
filtering method to reduce the ac hum interference. This
method should be fast enough and is suitable for all the
above mentioned type of microprocessors in real time process
without any problem.
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(D) Removing the ac hum .by a notch filter of simple
integer multipliers
The speed of operation of a digital filter is a major
problem in real time process and most of the execution time
is used in multiplication® If a digital filter has only simple
integer multipliers( eg® 1 or 2) the process can be very
quickly accomplished Therefore this kind of filtering method
is most suitable for real time signal processing. The basic
principle of this filtering method is.to cancell the zeroes
of a simple transfer function®
Consider the following filter-process with its difference






previous input with N delay
w= radian frequency T= sampling period
The great' advantage of this filter is that only one
addition is involved in the process. The zeroes Zk (null
amplitude response) of this transfer function and its
amplitude frequency response can he easily derived from
equation 3.2.9 giving Zk and
The zero i .pattern and the amplitude
frequency response of this filter (with N= 8) is given
in figure 3-2-9=.xt can be seen from the frequency response
that in this basic formthere is little use of this filter
for signal processing, but it can be modified to form filter
with different 'performance
The basic method of modifying the filtering process is
to add poles to cancel the zeroes of the transfer function
in equation 3.2.9.The nwe transfer function becomes
(poles-equation to cancel, zero). In
order to form an integer multiplier, the positions of the
poles are fixed. For example, consider a conjugate pole pair
on the unit circle with phase angle 0 and -0 giving rise to
a denominator
3.2.10
in the transfer function.If the coefficient (2 cos 0) is
required to be a simple integer, then 0 must be restricted
to 0°,± 60°,± 90°9± 120° or 180° Adding a pole at the 0°
can form a lowpass filter. Adding a pole at 180° can form,
a highpass filter. Adding poles at other angles can form
a bandpass filter. The pole zero patterns of such filters with
their frequency response are shown in figure 3-2-9 (c h).
Detailed design of these filters can be obtained from
reference (22).
A notch filter cannot be implemented by directly
cancelling the zeroes on the unit circle because one cannot
use simple pole-equation to generate a notch filter. One
alternative approach is to sum up two linear phase filters
(one is all pass filter with constant delay, the other is a
linear phase bandpass filter of equal delay) to form a notch
filter as shown in figure 3-2-10.
P.A. Lynn(22) used this method to build a 50 Hz notch
filter for removing the ac hum from ECG. The sampling rate
was 600 samplesec in his process for simplicity in design.
The detailed design of his filter can be obtained from reference
but some discussions are made here. From his analysis, in
order to have a 1 Hz bandwidth bandpass filter the transfer
function of the bandpass filter is calculated to be
























Fig. 5-2-9 Pole zero pattern and amplitude frequency response
of various filter by cancelling the zero on the unit
circle
A constant multiplication
by value of 175 is required in the all pass delay circuit
The overall process of this notch filter is given in equation
3.2.11 (refer figure 3-2-10).
Y(n)= X(n) -i- X(n~2)+ X(n-606)+ X(n-608)- Y(n-6)
and K(n)= 175 X(n-301)- Y(n) .........32.11
The amplitude frequency spectrum of this notchi filter
is shown in figure 3-2-11.
20 60 So
Hz.
Pig. 3-2-11 Amplitude-frequency response of the
notch filter of eq. 3.2.1
It can be seen from the amplitude-frequency response
of the notch filter that there are some drawbacks. This
notch filter requires an integer multiplier of value 175
large number of delay elements (608 delay) and has a poor
frequency response.(too much overshoot near the centre
frequency).














Fig. 3-2-10 Summing an allpass network with pure delay
and a linear bandpass network of equal delay
to form -a notch filter.
In spite of the many disadvantages of such a notch
filter, the fast execution time of this filtering method
is a very attractive thing for real time process. Actually
this filtering method (by cancelling zeroes on the unit circle)
can be modified to form a good notch filter and this requires
some special modifications eA simple, fast, good frequency
response notch filter based on the cancellation.of zeroes
is developed and is presented in section 5 of this chapterc
3-3 Bandwidth, sampling frequency and quantizing level
consideration for digital EGG processing
The first step of digital processing is to convert the
analog signal into digital form by an analog to digital (A/D)
convertere Then the requirement of the bandwidth of analog
prefilter, the sampling frequency and the number of quantiza
tion levels of the AD converter must be determined before any
frequency and large number of quantization levels of A/D
conversion can better reproduce the original signal, but
there are some limitations in implementation. Higher sampling
rate generates more digital samples and requires longer
execution time and larger memory space. 'Greater number of
quantization level occupies larger memory storage. Also an
processing. Evidently a wider bandwidth, high sampling
AD converter of high conversion rate and larger number of
quantization levels is expensive0
A variety of different bandwidths, sampling rates and
quantization levels has been used by various investigators
and developers of automated EGG analysis system Some general
suggestions have been proposed by the committee on electro¬
cardiography of the American Heart Assocaition in 1975® It
proposed a sampling rate of 500 samplessec and a 10 bit
accuracy for the AD conversion of ECGp) ut specific
effects of sampling rates and quantizing levels on ECG
measurements have not been adequately documented« The
problems of bandwidth, sampling and quantization for automatec
ECG process had been analysed by Alan Se Berson,% using
)
a total sample of 5h8 adult males recorded with Frank-lead
• electrocardiograms in 1976c
From the analysis, some suggestions were made by him
that 1) processing ECG signal with 100 Hz bandwidth, 250 Hz
sampling rate and 8 bit precision is enough 2) it is inade¬
quate to process ECG below 167 Hz sampling rate. 3) 7 bit
precision was marginal and 6 bit precision was unacceptable.
Based on this recommendation, a bandwidth of 150 Hz, a
sampling rate of i[00 Hz, and an 8 bit precision haye been choosei
for this project The 150 Hz bandwidth is selected for wider
0
'bandwidth response. The sampling rate is chosen to be
2 of 50 Hz signal which is convenient for the process of
filtering 50 Hz signal and will be explained in latter chapter
The 8 bit precision is chosen to meet with the data unit of
a 8-bit microprocessor Really if an ECG signal was converted
into 256 levels by an 8-bit AD it is of adequate precision
for diagnosis
3-A Determine the cutoff freouencv reauirement of notch1 mjm m m w j-w- J•' yj-» '11' wq —»r-- ,1.— i IM I I r' f jAWT3mMtO»
filter
Before dealing with the actual design of the fast notch
filtering method, it is necessary to determine the cutoff
frequency requirement of the notch filter for ECG process-
I
ingo A power spectrum analysis was used to analyse the fre¬
quency spectrum of normal ECG signals The power spectrum
analysis was implemented in digital form by discrete fourier
transform equation as shown in equation 3°4«1pc- on
• 3• 1
v.rln cyrn
N= total number of data to be analysed
T= sampling period
f= fundamental frequency of the spectrum
m= integer multiples from 0 to N
X(nT) input sample data
X(mf)= frequency response at mf
The analysis was carried out on the Motorolla Exorciser
System with 102T input data A block diagram of the process is
s
shown in figure 3-T-1 and the necessary programs were tested
exhaustively with typical waveforms (such as sine wave 5
Rnnarp wave triangular wave)
Only lead II ECG signal was used in the analysis«, Twenty
EGG signals of male adult with or without SO Hz hum coupling
were analysed« The shape of the spectrum of these signals were
found to have no significant difference. The spectrum of a
clean ECG signal and an ECG coupled with 50 Hz hum are shown
in figure 3-T-2 and figure 3-T-3 respectively. The shape of
the spectrum of the clean ECG signal is similar to the spectrun
of an ECG signal made by R. Kitney et alpgo It can be seen
from the spectrum of the clean signal that much of the power
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Fig 5-4~5 Power spectrum of an ECG signal
contaminated with 50 Hz hum.
Frequency Hz,
power greater than 1% of the largest component, and the 50 Hz
component is less than of the largest component Therefore
removing the 50 Hz component from ECG is expected to cause
insignificant distortion„ It can also be seen from the spectrum
of tie ECG coupled with hum that the 50 Hz component stands out
as a very dominant component, so that it must be rejected
from the ECG signal as much as possible.
From these spectrum analysesit seems that a lowpass
type of filter may be used to smooth out the signal. Actually
the lowpass type of filter is not suitable to reject the hum
because a very high order lowpass filter is required. For
example, a th order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency
at hO Hz can only attenuate the 50 Hz by dB(~ 0379)
but a notch filter can actually have a null at 50 Hz. The
data of the attenuation of the Butterworth lowpass filter was—• 1




amplitude response at signal frequency f
f= 3 dB cutoff frequencyV
n= order of filter
Figure 3-k-k shows the result of passing an EGG signal coupled
with 50 Hz hum through an Z+th order Butterworth lowpass filter
with a cutoff frequency at AO Hz. Obviously a much higher
order of lowpass filter is required to reject the hum.
Therefore a 50 Hz notch filter is more suitable to reject
•
the hum from EGG.
Also from the spectral analysis, the cutoff frequency
of the 50 Hz notchi filter may be set at AO Hz because
much of the power of the ECG signal below AO Hz. In ordert
to have a more accurate determination of the cutoff
frequency of the notch filter, the distortion of an ECG
signal caused by a notch filter of various cutoff frequency
vas investigated. The ECG signal was passed, through a Ath
!
order Butterworth notch filter of centre frequency at
50 Hz and 3dB butoff frequency at (A8Hz, A5Hz and AOHz).
The analysis was done in digital form for better accuracy
and was implemented on the 6800 Exorciser system. The
1
procedures of implementation of the notch1 filter is shown
in Figure 3-A-5. 'he necessary programs for the design and
implementation o f the Butterworth notch filter-were fully,
tested. The amplitude-frequency response of this notch filter at
various cutoff frequencies is indicated in figure 3~A~6•
Twenty lead II ECG recordings of male adult were
analysed From the analysis, it was found out that the
P wave and T wave of the tested signal were not distorted
(a) Orginal input
(b Filtered output
Fig 3-4-4 An ECG signal coupled with 5 Hz- hum interference
was filtered by a 4th order Butterworth lowpass filter
filter vith a cutoff frequency at 40 Hz.
frequency trans¬
formation ANALOG LOW
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Fig. 3-4-6 An amplitude response of a digital
Butterworth notch' filter (4th order,





by the above notch. filters. The amplitude of QRS
complex was attenuated by about 2% by the 1-8 Hz notch filter.
The distortion became 5% when a 15 Hz notch filter was
used and was greater than 10% for a 1-0 Hz notch,
filter. The frequency component of an ECG which lies above
1-0 Hz cannot be neglected for reasonable accuracy. Hence
the cutoff frequency of the notch filter should be located
at 18 Hz or higher.
3-5 Developing a fast, effective 80 Hz notch filter for
real time ECG signal nrocessing
As already mentioned in paragraph d, section 2 of this
chapter, the method of cancelling the zeroes of the transfer
function£!- Z] to form a notch filter has the
distinguished advantage of fast execution speed but a
poor frequency response. This drawback can be corrected
by modification of the process. Consider the following
difference equation and its Z transform
Y(n) -X(il)+ X(n-N).......
H(Z)= Y(Z)X(Z)= 1 +ZN...
X(n)= current input
Y(n)= current output
X(n-N)= the N previous input
3.5.1
3.5.2




Where Z,= the k .zero of H( Z)
9
k= phase angle of the zero Z
f~ zero frequency at zero Z
T= sampling period.
Some characteristics of this transfer equation can
be found by careful investigation. The zeroes of this
equation lie on the unit circle and no zero is on the real
axis (i.e. 110 zero frequency at dc). The location of zero
frequency depends on the value of N and sampling frequency.
For example, if N equals k and the sampling frequency is
i|00 datasec, then the zero frequency will be 50 Hz, 150 Hz,
250Hz and 350 Hz (c.f. equ. 3.5.3 b). The major
characteristic of this equation is.that it generates N
zeroes frequency response of equal space by a very simple
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equation, so that other type of filter can be formed by
deleting some of the zeroes of this transfer equation. Now.
instead of the.conventional approach to form a notch filter
by simply combining a linear phase bandpass filter of
1 Hz bandwidth (formed by deleting the zeroes of 1-Z
and a linear all pass filter with equal delay, a better
approach is based on the characteristic of the zeroes
location of the above transfer equation. The zeroes of
the transfer equation can be rewritten as follows:
3.5.
where
r,= magnitude of the zero Z,• The v equal
unity in the dbove transfer equation 35.2. Now if the
magnitude of these zeroes is chosen• to be less than
unity without changing their phase angle and the magnitude
of each zero is equal to each other, then the new transfer
equation G(Z) of these new zeroes is still very simple as
shown- in ecmati on S_ b.
3.5.5
r=magnitude of the zerc
v. 1
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Then a better notch filter is formed by combining these
two transfer equations. The new transfer equation of the
notch filter becomes:
B(Z)= H(Z)G(Z)
. 3. 5 6
The polezero pattern of the above transfer equation
H(Z), G(Z) and B(Z) with N equals k is shown in figure
3-5-1 a- c respectively with the shape of the frequency-
magnitude response® It can be seen from the zeropole
pattern of B(Z) that instead of forming a notch filter by
cancelling the zeroes, a pole is added to near each zero
to form a notch filter. The frequency response of this
filter can be obtained from the following derivation:
3.5.7
Pole zero pattern in Z plane Amplitude- frequency response
H (z)- 1+z~N
Im

















Fig® 3-5-1 Pole zero pattern and amplitude frequency response
of the various transfer function
The dc frequency gain of the transfer function equals
to 21+a. This dc gain is greater than unity because
N
a=r must be less than or equal to unity, otherwise the
poles will lie outside the unit circle and an unstable
system is formed. This dc gain varies with the value of
jr __1+JL
a=r-, hence a normalized factor 2 is added to B( Z)
and the new transfer function becomes:
3.5.8
It seems more multiplication is involved in the new
transfer function but really the filtering process can be




The value of [x(n)+ X(n-N)] 2 in equation 3.5«S
can be obtained by just one shifting of their suqj. o
there is only one multiplication in the transfer
equation.
A 50 Hz notch filter of bandwidth 2 Hz is designed from
this equation. The EGG signal was sampled with AfOO datasec,
and the centre frequency was 50 Hz, then the value of N was
chosen to hav.e a value of four obtained from equation 3. %3
with k=0, fk= 50 and r= A00. The value of a can be derived
from the frequency response of C( Z)« Refer to equation 3- 5.8
and 35®7? one obtains
3.5. 10
Substituting |c(Z) into equation 3o5.10s the value
of a becomes
w= cutoff radian frequency
3.5.11
Since the value of the constant coefficient a should be less
»
than 1, otherwise an oscillation may appear in the filter,
With cos WNT 1, ffwc0, sinw NT 1, then onei' cI W
can obtain
3.5.1l
Substitute with T= 14-00, N=+, w= 2.0Z 48, then a=0.88l6.
now the value of a can be approximated to 78=(1-18)
such that it can be implemented by 3 shifting (d: 8) and
one subtraction operation. Then the overall transfer
function can be rapidly implemented without
multiplication. The frequency spectrum of equation 3«5e7
(unnormalized one) and equation 3.5.10 with value of
a=78, T=lf00- sec are shown in figure 3~5~2. It can be
seen from the frequency spectrum of this notch filter
that the notch• is repeated at certain multiple frequencies
C150 Hz, 250Hz, 350 Hz); As already obtained from the
power spectrum analysis of ECG signal, these notches wall
not affect the quality of ECG signal because much of
the power of ECG signal is below AO Hz. In the following
sections, more detailed analyses of these filters( such
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Fig. 5-5-2 Amplitude frequency response of the fast execution notch filter of
equations 5-5-7 and 5-5-8.
CURVE A FOR H(z)
CURVE B FOR H(z)=
N= 4 SAMPLING PERIOD= 1400
Note notch repeated at
250 Ez, 550 Hz.
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3-6 Solving the problem, for implementinth the designed
filter.
After the design of the recursive notch filter is finished
the filtering processing algorithm is realized on the micro-
processor and care must be taken to solve the problem for
implementing the designed filter due to the finite word
length of the register in a microprocessor. For example, a
b-bit data multiplied by a b-bit coefficient results in a
product of 2b length. This result must be quantized to b-
bit by truncation or rounding and error is introduced in
the process by such quantization. if the result is not
quantized and the process is done recursively, then 3b bits
length of data are required in second iteration and the number
of bits required groti indefinitely as the iterations continue,
The effect of this truncation or rounding depends on whether
a floating point or a fixed point arithmetic is used. The
designed notch filter was implemented on the microprocessor
in fixed point arithmetic because fast execution speed is
required, Therefore the problems of finite word length effect
in fixed point arithmetic of digital filter process were
analysed.
(a) Limit cycle oscillation
The limit cycle oscillation of a recursive filter concerns
the self substained oscillation even when no input signal is
applied. This oscillation is caused by rounding the output
of the filter to fit a finite word length data. -Detailed
analysis of various types of limit cycle oscillation can be
obtained from reference This section only considers
the limit cycle oscillation of the already designed notch
filter and methods of solution.





a r= 78, N= Zf
If no ECG signal is applied to the notch filter (e.g.
t
the duration for the baseline portion of the ECG) and some
previous value exists in the memory, then there can be a
limit cycle oscillation in the output of the filter. It can
be easily shorn from equation 3-6.1 that the range of the
oscillation is (~K. K)
vih PTP
.3.6.2
Since the value of a was chosen to be 78? so that there
exists a limit cycle oscillation of range (-4? Ab)• For
example5 the ECG signal was sampled in 8 bit precision and
if the data in process was 8-bit long, a limit cycle oscillation
of the notch filter can be shown below:
with X(n), X(n-N)= 0 (zero input)
and assume that some previous.values exist in the memory,
falling into the range of oscillation
with YC-ZO= Zf, Y( ~3)- 3S Y( -2)- 2, Y(~1)= 1.
i
If the previous values of output memory with zero input fall
out of the range of oscillation (-K, K), then the output Y(n)
can certainly fall into the range of oscillation after some
iteration of multiplication by the filtering process (Y(n)
= -aYCn-N), a1). The above output pattern of Y(n) is assumed
99 %
for illustration,, The output sequence of the filter can be







Y(0)= -78Y(~k)= -3.5= -h
Y(1)= -78Y(-3)= -2.625- -3
Y(2)= -78Y(-2)= -1.75= -2
Y(3)= -78Y(-.l) =-0.875- ~1
YC if)= —78Y( 0)= 0.35= k
Y(5)= -78Y( 1)= 2.625= 3
(rounding
and so on
It can be seen from the above example that an oscillation
appears at the output of the notch filter in the form of
t
-3 9 -2, -1, |5 3 j 2, 1, -f, -3...... oo) even when no
signal is applied to the input.
It can be directly derived from equation 3.6«2 that
in.order to suppress the limit cycle oscillation, the number
of bits representing the output data in fixed point arithmeti
tnn.qf. h p•
. x 6 3
q- the least significant bit value of the extend wonS
K'•= the maximum desired level of oscillations
%
Nov the EGG was converted into an 8 bit data The maximum
r--
desired level of oscillation is 2 y and the value of a is
78. Hence q equals 2 (i.e. the data must be extended
s
to 12 bit word length). The input EGG signal data was extende
to 16 bit length in the implementation ofi the notch filter on
a microprocessor. It means that even though the ECG signal
was converted into 8 bit data, the input data is extended
to 16 bit length in calculation and the output is represented
by 16 bit data. If an 8 bit output data is required for DA
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conversion or other processes, it can be tapped from the
16 bit data output without destroying its content in the
storage.
(b) Adder overflow oscillation
Another problem in fixed point arithmetic implementation
of digital filter is the adder overflow oscillation. Consider
two 8 bit data with value of 127= 01111111 and 5- 00000101
in 2 complement form. If these two number are summed up,
then an adder overflow will occur as follows:





(converted to decimal number)
Usually a number v is represented in normalized form
(! v 11) so that its binary expression is
v— 1 or 0
n
v,= 1 or 0
k= number of bits
The instantaneous .nput-output characteristic f(v) of
an adder motivated by using 2' complement arithmetic is





i % 3 - Input= v
Pig. 3-6-1 Instantaneous transfer function of an accumulator
A simple example of illustration for an adder overflow
oscillation in a second order recursive filter is given below.
The general difference equation of a second order
recursive filter is
Y(n)= aY(n-l)+ ;bY(n-2)+ cX(n)+ dX(n-l)+ eX(n~2) ce3«»6.A
X(n)= input 5 Y(n)= output,
a to e= constant coefficient.
Now with no signal input,
Y(n)= aY(n-1)+ bY(n-2)
Let a= 1.2. b= -0.7. Y(-1)= -O.fl Y(-?)= 0„8
Y(0)= 1.2 x (-0.8)+ (-0.3) x 0.8
= -1.2
+0.8 adder overflow (refer to figure 3-6-1)
Y( 1)= 1.2 x (0.8)+ (-0.3) x (-0o8) A
= 1.2
-0.8 adder overflow (refer to figure 3-6-1)
Similarity, we have
Y(2)= +0.8, Y(3)- 0.8,
It can be seen that there is an oscillation of (0.8,
-0.8, 0.8, -0.8, 0.8,). in the above second order
filter due to adder overflow. It has been shown by J.E. Mazo
et al. (33) that the necessary and sufficient condition
for no adder overflow oscillation of the above general second
order recursive digital filter is
I a I+ lb| 1 • 3-6.5-
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Detailed analysis of various kinds of complex adder overflow
oscillation can be obtained from the reference 77n, One
(33)
solution of suppressing such adder overflow oscillation is
to make the output of an adder saturated when overflow occurs.
There is no addition to be carried out for the designed notch
filter when there is no input signal, so that no adder overflow
oscillation can exist in the designed notch, filter. The
intermediate output is saturated when overflow is detecte
3-7 Error analysis of the designed filter
Besides taking care to prevent oscillation in a digital
filter owing to the effect of finite word length, it is also
necessary to analyse the error in a digital filter caused
by mother-effects These errors are AD conversion error and
roundoff error. They appear as a noisy signal to the filter
output. Therefore they should be evaluated to determine the
level of noise added to the ECG signal at the filtered output.
(a) AD conversion noise
The ECG signal was converted into digital data through
an AD converter with 8 bit accuracy. There is an AD
quantization noise introduced into the sampled data. This
quantization error (n) equals j where
A is the value of the least significant bit. The probability
distribution of this error is assumed to be uniform over the
range and has a constant value.
This error is assumed to be independent of the signal with
P




This quantization error is treated as a noisy input
to the notch filter and passes through the filter to give
a noisy output as shown in figure 3-7-1. The mean square
prrnr






Fig. 3-7-1 Effect of AD conversion noise.
error is given in formular 3-7-2 5
3.7.2
where H(Z)= filter transfer function.
The contour integration is tali en around the unit circle
in a counterclockwise direction The procedures of evaluation
of the integration are given below
a 0 3.7.3
be fi n e 3- 7. h
and introduce the polynomials:
3.7.3




An( Z)= A( Z), Bn( Z)= B( Z)
Then the integration can be found by a theorem introduced
by K.J. Sstrom with A(Z) having all its zeroes inside
f.hp lini i~ pi rpl p
3.7.8
A program has been written for evaluating this integral
P
and is given in appendix. The mean square error, e' (n-at the
filter output can be obtained by subsitution of
into the program. The mean square error was found to be
In order to arrive at a convenient expression for the mean
square error for this filter, recursive procedures following
equation 3.7to 3.7.8 were performed and the mean square
error was found to be
3.7.9
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This quantization error is so small that its being neglected
does not affect the quality of the ECG signal®
(h) Recursive roundoff prrnv
A general recursive digital filter often involves
multiplication and the product generated must be rounded
or truncated, to fit the finite-word length register, other¬
wise infinite bit length register is required to store the
the data product as a result of the iterative multiplications,
Usually the data is rounded to fit the bit length of a
register for lessening error. There is only one roundoff
error introduced by rounding the product of single multi¬
plication but many multiplications are repeatedly done in a
filtering process. Therefore these error must be analysed:
for digital filter to detect its level of noise added to
the signal. The analysis for roundoff error of the designed
notch filter is given in the following.
Let a number v be represented in normalized 2T complement
form of infinite precision, then it can be written as
If this number v is rounded to have only bit length,
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then, there is an roundoff error (X. of fhi .q numb or
represent the rounded value of
v,with
.3.7.10
Al.so if the product of two t-bit numbers v, is rounded,
we can also represent the difference between the actual
product v-jv2 ud the rounded product (v-|v2 following
ecu at! on!
.3.7.11
Now consider a general digital filter given by a
constant-coefficent difference equation without roundoff error
.3.7.12
where X(n) is input sequence
W(n) is output sequence without roundoff er;eoi
at, b, are filter coefficents.
Introducing another similar filtering process Y(n) but
with a roundoff error effect on each recursive output (35)
Where
£(n)= sum of the roundoff error for each multiplication
in the process
Let e(n) (an error at the output at nth sample) equal




RVnm 7. 1? anr]_ r) 1. urc nhf ai r
.3.7.15
= A(z)e(z) .3.7.16
The maximum mean spare error of £(n) equals to
Then the mean sauare error of the ahnva fi1 her nrneps:
due to rundoff error is
3.7.17
where 3.7.18
Now the designed notch filter is
so that there is one roundoff process in the filter with
M+ 1+ L= 1 , and.
3.7.19
Following equations 3.7.3 to 3.7.8, the roundoff error
of the designed notch filter was found out to be
The input data was extended as 16 bit data and was
scaled down by 2 to prevent adder overflow (since tvo
t
data addition are involved in the multiplication). Hence
the value of the roundoff bit equals 2~. p-rom
this analysis it can be seen that the roundoff error involved
i .c; 1 rvnmifrh ho nel'Qr]
3-8 Implementation of the designed filter
The above developed notch filter was implemented by
using the 6800 microprocessor for the sake of convenience.
The reason is that there is a 6800 development system in our
department. Actually this notch filter can be implemented with
any kind of economical microprocessor such as Z80, Z8 and
8085 because only one multiplication is involved in the process.
The multiplication was implemented by three shifting of data
(x 18) and one subtraction of data (1-18= 78). If other
i
type of filter was used to reject the hum from EGG signal,
such as a Ath order Butterworth notch filter, then this filter
%
could not be implemented by such economical microprocessors in
real time processing.
A flow chart of the implementation of the filtering proces;
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is given in figure 3-8-1, The current input data X(n) was
added with the previous input X(n~). There will be an over¬
flow in the addition. Therefore the sum.was divided by two
for the purpose of scaling down and some correction was
made for the detection of overflow. Since there was total
three additions in the filitering process the sum was
further divided by two to prevent addition overflow. The
input data was scaled down by 12 and occupied two byte of
data (16 bits). This word length was sufficient to prevent
limit cycle oscillation. The previous output Y(n-Af) was
subtracted from the sum 12 (X(n)- X(n-f)). This difference
was multiplied by a constant 78 and was implemented by-
three shifting and one subtraction viz78 difference
= (1- 18) difference. The product was multiplied by 2
to give the final output, since the input was scaled down
in the filtering process. An overflow detection was made
on the output and the output was set to saturate when over¬
flow vas detected. The program for implementation of this note]
filter was written in 6800 assembly language and is attached
in the appendix. The meaning of the instructions can be
obtained from the M6800 programming reference manual. The




































Fig. 3-8-1 Flow chart of implementation of notch filter.
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implemented on the 6800 microprocessor with 1 MHz clock.
Hence there is a lot of time remaining for other additional
processing.
3-9 Reaults
The characteristics of the developed notch filter
are summarized belnw.
(i) The filtering process should be implemented in the
form of equation 3.9.1 for saving one multiplication with
Uni tv d r. fcnin
•3.9.1
(ii) Multiple notches exist in the filtering process anc





N= number of delay
k= 0, 1, 2, 3,, N-1
(iii) The amplitude frequency response of the notch filter
is £iven in eauation
12
•3.9.3
(iv.) The cutoff frequency is simply controlled by the
value of the constant coefficient: a and this value can.
be determined by the disired cutoff frequency as shown in
eauation b.Q.h
3.9.
(v) In order to suppress the limit cycle oscillation, the
number of bit length required in the filtering process (foi
rni rit i mnl pmprtf.af.i nn rVioii! d he
V= mflYimum level of desired oscillation
(vi) There is no adder overflow oscillation in the filter.
(vii) The mean square error of the AD convertion noise
introduced by the notch filter is
A= least significant bit value of the A.D converter
(viii) The mean square error of the recursive roundoff error
i nfrnrlnprl hv fViD n rv 'I n h fi 1 f oy -i c?
= the bit value at the the roundoff position.
The experimental result of using such a developed notch
t
filter to reduce the 50 Hz hum from'ECG is shown in figure
3-9-1. In figure 3-9-1 a, a 50 Hz sinusoidal signal was
passed through the notch filter; the continous waveform
is the original data; the discrete waveform is the DA
output of the original digital wave form; the straight
line was the filtered output. The amplitude of input voltage
+ +
vas- 1 V and the amplitude of output was- 5 V. It can be
(a)
(b)
Fig.3-9-1 (a) A 50 Hz signal was filtered by the designed
filter. The continuous sine wave is the original
input, the slash line is the LA output of the
original digital input, the straight line is the
filtered output. (b) An EGG contaminated with
50 Hz hum was filtered by the designed filter.
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seen from this figure that the resulting 50 Hz signal was
less than 1% of the original input. Therefore the:
attenuation of the 50 Hz signal was greater than AO dB.
Figure 3-9-Tb shows the filtered output of an ECG signal
contaminated with 50 Hz hum. The 50 Hz interference was much
reduced by the notch filter.
3-10 Summary and discussion
There are many sources and ways of coupling of 50 Hz
interference during ECG recording and. they can be classified
as (i) magnetic induction, (ii) displacement current to body
and electrodes, (iii) equipment imperfection. As a result,
the 50 Hz hum interference can easily enter the ECG recording
system. Suitable preventionary methods must be taken during
ECG recording.
The power spectrum of an ECG signal shows that much
of the power of an ECG signal is below AO Hz. Hence rejecting
the 50 Hz component from an ECG signal using suitable means
may ce.use negligible distortion.
There are mainly two different types of design of digital
filter to reduce the 50 Hz hum interference as used by various
researchers
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One is the design in the time domain and the criteria is
based on statistical theory (the cross correlation technique
and the adaptive filter),The other is the design in the
frequency domain (the conventional filter and the cancellation
of the zeros of the simple transfer function 1- z n) There
are some advantages and disadvantages-'of using these differ-
ent designs to build a 50 Hz notch filter. They may be
chosen to meet with one's particular requirement.
There aDe many advantages of the developed 50 Hz notch
filter, easy design, easy implementation, fast execution
speed, low A/D noise, low recursive noise and good frequency
response (no overshoot). One of the drawback of this filter
may be the multiple notch characteristic (e. ge 150 Hz, 250 Hz)
but these components are insignificant for the ECG signal.
Some comparison between this 50 hz notch filter and those
50 Hz notch reviewed in previous section are made in Table
3-10-1.
It should be emphasised that the developed notch filter
may be applied to other physiological signal processing, ''k
for example the electroencephalgram (EEG), pulse wave etc.
However, it can be easily and inexpensively implemented
on a common type of microprocessor.
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Notch filter by cross cross correlation technique 4)
Adaptive notch filter
4th oxxler Butterworth notch (20)
Integer multiplier notch filter used by P, Lynn (22)
very large




Poor freq. response (overshoot)
Multiple notch


































CHAPTER FOUR FILTERING THE SLOW FREQUENCY BASELINE
DRTFTTNft FROM ECG
A primary problem in the determination of the pulse
height of an EGG signal for diagnosis is the reduction of
spurious baseline variations in the electrocardiogram0 This
is because the height of a wave above the baseline is the
desired value in diagnosis„ The baseline drifting may be
caused by poor electrode attachment)? swinging leads,
breathing etc. An EGG signal with baseline drifting is show:
in figure 4-0-1.
Fig, A-O-l EGG signal with baseline drift (note: t]
drifting of TP intorval).
There are usually two common approaches to reduce the
variation of baseline. One is the averaging method. The othe
is the linear filtering method. The basic principle of the
averaging method is to average each cycle of an ECG signal
with all previous recorded cycles. One inconvenience of
this method is that the ECG signal must be stored up and
classified into different cluster before averaging The
other major drawback is the risk of smoothing out or lower¬
ing of an irregular beat (eeg® the PVC.). Therefore this
method is used only when the baseline drifting or the content
of other noise in an ECG signal is very large. The linear
filtering method is often used in the reduction of the base¬
line wandering because of its easy inplementation, shorter
execution time required and no smoothing out of abnormality.
In view of these advantages a linear recursive filter had
been designed for the purpose of reducing such baseline
wandering.
i-1 Designing a linear filter to reduce the baseline
H-n-i -P-h
Similar to the desigp of the 50 Hz notch filter in
the previous chapter, a low frequency filter was formed
by adding poles to cancel the zeroes generated by the
—N
transfer equation (1- Z). There are N zeroes in the above
transfer equation and their location can be determined by»
equation+. 1 .1.
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It can be seen from this equation that there Is a
zero at the unity point. Therefore a notch can be formed
at the dc frequency following the same technique used in
the previous chapter. A multiple notch filter with one notch
situated at the dc frequency is formed by the following
onilaW nri
4.1 .2
Z= ew= cos wT+ j sin wT
p= a= constant coefficient
N= number of delay element
T= samnline: reriod.
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The amplitude frequency response of this filter is
The frequencies with zero amplitude response are
4.1.4
The pole-zero patterns of (1- Z~n), H(Z) and the shape
of their amplitude frequency response with N= 4 are shown
in figure Z+-1-1e It is easy to see that this filter is similar
to the already designed notch filter H(Z)= (1+ Z~)
(1+ rnZ~) except for the difference of one notch at the
dc frequency. Hence the characteristic of this filter can
be obtained following the same steps of previous chapter.
l~2. The characteristic of the filter
Similar to the derivation of the 50 Hz hum filter
(ref. chapter 3 section 5 to section 9) some major character¬
istic of the filter are given below.
(i) The filtering process should be implemented with the
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Fole zero patterr Amplitude- frequency response
Fig. 4-1-1 Pole- zero pattern and amplitude frequency responj
of two transfer functions, (a) the transfer functi
is H(Z)= 1 -Z-N. (h) the transfer function is
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following equation for normalization of midband gain and
fast comnutation.
(ii) The frequency response of the filter is
T= sampling period
(iii) The relationship between the cutoff frequency and the
constant coefficient a is
Wc.= RdR radian cutoff frequency
(iv) The minimum bit length of the extend data to suppress
the limit cycle oscillation is
qs= the least significant bit value of the
extend data
K= the desired minimum level of oscillation
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(v) The quantization error of this filter is
A.= least significant bit value of quantization
data
(vi) The roundoff error of this filter is
= least significant bit of roundoff data value.
From the above equations, we can immediately know all
the characteristic of the filter including number of bit
length required, frequency response and error analysis etc.
4-3 Result and discussion
The low frequency filter designed was used to reduce
the baseline drift of an ECG with different cutoff frequen-
cies (1,1 Hz, 0.51 Hz, 0.25 Hz),, The implementation algori-
thm was similar to the hum filter (cf. rig. 3-8-1) mentioned
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in the previous chapter except for the change in the sign
of summation (c f. equation 3.5.8) with N= L. and a= 15/16,
31132 and 63/64 respectively. An amplitude frequency response
of this filter with a= 31/32 is shown in figure 4--3-1. From
this figure, it can be seen that the 50 Hz component was
not. attenuated by this filter and so- would not effect the
50 Hz frequency components of the ECGA
The result of passing an ECG signal into this filter
with various cutoff frequency is shown in figure 4-3-2 and
figure 4-3-3. It can be obtained from these figures that a
higher reduction of baseline wandering is achieved by using
smaller value of a at the expense of larger distortion of the
T wave, Usually the baseline wandering varies slowly, so
that the low frequency filter with value of a= 63/64 is
enough, If the baseline fluctuates too fast with its drift-
ing frequency falling into the bandwidth of the T wave, ther
a linear filter cannot distinguish the signal from the noise
of the same frequency. The problem of reducing the in-band
noise may be solved with complex statistical calculation to
find out their correlation but this would be a complicated
process involving process with long execution time. Therefore
the most common method used in lowering the baseline drift
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(a) Orginal input with large baseline drift.
(b) Filtered output with a cutoff frequency at 1 Hz.
(c) Filtered output with a cutoff frequency at 0.5 Hz.
(d) Filtered output with a cutoff frequency at 0.25 Hz.
Fig-4-3-2 An ECG signal with large baseline drift is
filtered by the designed filter with a cutoff
frequency at. 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.25 Hz respectively.
The ECG signal is recorded with 1 mm/sec.
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(a Orginal input with large baseline drift,
(b) Filtered output with a cutoff frequency at 1 Hz.
(c) Filtered output with a cutoff frequency at 0.5 Hz'.
(d) Filtered output with a cutoff frequency at 0.25 Hz.
Fig.4-3-3 An ECG signal with large baseline drift is
filtered by the designed filter with a cutoff
frequency at 1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.25 Hz respectively.
The ECG signal is recorded with 25mm/sec.
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frequency and tho filter designed above can be used to do
such a job with a sharp roll off at' the cutoff frequency and
fast execution speed in real time implementation on a general
type of microprocessor.
With suitable choice of the values for N, a and T (the
sampling time), the same.. filter may be used to reduce .baseline
drift as well as 50 Hz hum and its harmonics. For example,
with N= 8, T= 4-00 samples/sec..and 8 notches at 0 Hz, 50 Hz
and its harmonics up to 350 Hz. The design would be ideal
for this dual purposes. However, in practice, the supply
frequency does have a short term fluctuation of about -2/
i. e. +1 Hz) maximum. A 50 H.z notch designed with this in
rAnd should have a half Power bandwidth of at least It Hz.
This would automatically introduce a 3 dB cutoff frequen-
cy at 2 Hz which would be sufficiently high to cause a sign--
ificant distortion of the T wave as shown in figure 4-'3--30
A similar method was used by P.B. Brown and L. Malhotra
(37)
to reduce low frequency drift and ac. hum from ECG through a
somewhat different approach (based on the method of sliding
average in the time doamin) with hardware implementation.
The process was implemented at'a sampling rate of 30072 KHz
and involved 1021 x 12 bit storage. A subsequent analysis
(which was not available in the report) of the system showed
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that the T wave would be distorted in view of the presence
of the DC notch with a cutoff frequency greater than 0.5 Hz.
If further analysis such as adder overflow, limit cycle
oscillation and normalisation of system gain etc. were
taken into consideration, it should be quite obvious that
such an approach was totally unsuitable for ECG preprocess.
i.ng
Summing up9 in view of the spectral characteristic of
the T wave, a filter designed to suppress both the DC drift
and 50 Hz supply hum is not suitable for ECG preprocessing.
But we may find application in other types of physiological
signal preprocessing where the signal spectra do not lie so
close to the DC frequency,
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CHAPTER FIVE SMOOTHING THE ECG SIGNAL WITH MICROPROCESSOR
IN RE 1!1L TIME PROCESSING
Some forms of artifacts other than the ac. hum and
baseline drifting are coupled to the ECG signal, Such artifacts
may be due to the muscle movement of a patient, When he is
apprehensive, uneasy or shivering from cold. Examples
illustrating such artifacts are given in figures 5-0-1a and
_5-0-1b, Figure 5-0-1a is the record of a patient lying on a
comfortable bed and figure 5--O-1b is the record of a patient
being uneasy. It can be seen from these figures that more
artifacts appear in the latter record.
A usual way to reduce the above artifacts is to let the
patient lie on a comfortable b.ed to support his entire body.
It is also necessary to comfort the patient to relieve him
of possible fears and anciety6 Generally such procedures
cannot reduce the muscle artifacts when the patient is uneasy,
The above artifacts may cause error in diagnosis by visual
analysis or automatic analysis. Hence, various filtering
techniques have been used to smooth the ECG signal by diff-





Fig. 5-0-1 (a) A clean ECG obtained from a patient
lying on a comfortable bed, (b) a noisy




Review on some off the filtering. method to smooth Q
Apart from the filtering methods mentioned in. chapter
3 which can be used to reduce the muscle artifacts from ECG,
some additional Tiltering techniques are discussed in this
section.
(a) Parabola curve fitting
One of the filtering methods used in smoothing out the
Muscle noise from ECG is to determine successively a parabola
that fits a series of ECG input samples X(n) and the output
Y (n) is obtained from the centre of the parabols.Detailed
computation for finding such a parabola can be obtained from
reference 38. The basic equation related to the filtering
process is given below,
5.1.1
N= number of a series of inputs to fit a parabola
signal
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A frequency response of this filtering process obtained
from J.R. Cox(39) is shown in figure 5-1-1. It can be seen
from this figure that the parabola curve fitting is similar
to a lowpass filtering process.
(b) Moving average filter.
The fastest and easiest way of implementing a lowpass
filter is based on the method of moving average. The moving
average filter successively averages a series of input. The
direct implementation of such a filter is to sum up a certain
number of serial inputs to do the averaging and its difference
equation is given below:
5.1 .2
Another fast recursive implementation of this process is
given in equation 5.1.3
.5. l.3
N= number of inputs to be averaged
It is seen from equation 5.1.3 that the number of operations
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of the moving average is independent of the number of inputs
to be averaged. There are only one subtraction, one addition
and one division in the filtering process. The vc.lue of N
may be chosen to be 2m (m= integer),, such that the division
of N can be implemented by m shiftingso Therefore the
operational speed of this filter is very fast. For example
Friedrichs(40) used this method to smooth ECG signal with
a designed 3dB cutoff at* 30 Hz. The frequency response of
a moving average filter is shown in figure 5-1-1 with the
condition specified in the figure
(c) Averaging in the frequency domain
Besides the averaging technique used in the time domain
to smooth out the signal, this technique can be used in the
frequency domain to do signal processing. A long record of
ECG signal is divided into different frames which must contain
a complete cycle of ECG, signal. Each frame is transformed
to the frequency domain. The individual frequency component
of each frame is summed_ up in amplitude and phase to give
an average frame. This frame is transformed back to the time
domain by inverse Fouirer transform.
The averaging in the frequency domain eliminates the
requirement to align each frame of the ECG signal which is
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GAIN
9 points parabola curve fitting
with 312 data/sec.
100-






8OO 20 160 200 FREQUENCY40
Fig. 5-1-1 The amplitude frequency response of a 9 points
parabola curve fitting and a 5 points..moving
average filter.
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a necessary step to do average in time domain. It is used
only when the noisy content of an ECG signal is very signi-
ficant. The reason is that tremendous amount of execution
time is required to do the transformation,
As already mentioned, a general microprocessor cannot
handle complex process in real time, Therefore the moving
average filter may be the most suitable one to smooth the
ECG signal in real time o In order to have a better under-
standing of the characteristic of the ECG signal before
using a moving average filter, an EGG was passed through a
Butterworth lowpass filter of various cutoff_ frequ encie s
The result is presented in the following section.
5-2 The effect of using a Butte'rWOrth ty -q--lovrpass filter
and a moving average filter to smooth the EGG si final
From the spectral analysis of an ECG signal, it can be
seen that the major frequency components of an ECG signal
are below 40 Hz. A .clearer understanding of the frequency
content of an ECG signal can be obtained by filtering the
ECG directly with a lowpass filter of different cutoff
frequencies, such that a better design of the moving average
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filter can be made to reduce the noise from ECG. A 4th order
Butterworth lowpass filter with' a 3 dB cutoff frequency at
50 11z,'25 Hz and 10 Hz respectively was used for this purpose,
It was chosen because of its maximally flat response cha.rac'L-,er-
istic at low frequencies. The Butterworth filter was first
implemented in digital form in order to make an accurate
investigation of the ECG signal. The deta:Lled design pro-
cedures for this digital form of lowpass filter can be obtained
from many texts(( 16) (19)) A clean ECG signal was converted
into 8-bit digital data and was stored in a disk. The whole
filtering process was implemented on. the M6800 Exorciser
System and the implemented programs was tested wwwhth typical
sinewaves
The results of passing a clean ECG signal through the
Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency at 50 His 25Hz
and 10 Hz are shown in figure 5-2-1 to figure 5-2--5. Some
characteristic of the filtered ECG signal can be observed
from these figures. The P wave was not distorted by the
lowpass filter with cutoff frequency above 25 Hz, The T
wave was not affected by the lowpass filter with cutoff
frequency at 10 Hz except for the starting portion of the
ST segment. The QRS complex was slightly attenuated by the
lowpass filter with cutoff frequency at 50 Hz and was severe-

























Fig. 5-2-2 Output of the clean ECG signal (rf. Fig. 5-2-1) filtered by a Lutterworth lowpass filter with cutoff
frequency at 50 Hz.











Fig. 5-2-3 Output of the clean ECG signal (rf. Fig. 5-2-1) filtered by a Butterworth lowpass filter with cutoff
frequency at 25 Hzc
TIME (2.5 msecdiv.)










?ig. 5-2-4 Output of the clean ECG signal (rf. Fig. 5-2-1) filtered by a Butterworth lowpass filter with cutoff
















Filtered output by a 4th order Butterworth lowpass.filter
of various 3 dB cutoff frequency:
50 Hz cutoff frequency
25 Hz cutoff frequency
10 Hz cutoff frequency
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a nonlinear filtering technique can be applied to smooth the
ECG ..signal The basic principle is to filter the P wave the QR£
complex and the T wave individually by a lowpass type of filter
of different cutoff frequencies. It is similar to partition¬
ing the ECG signal into different sections,, Hence it is refer¬
red to as a sectional filter. The major advantage of this
filtering method is to eliminate the out of band noise as
much as possiblec It can be seen from the above figures
'that the starting of the ST segment was distorted by the
Butterworth lowpass filter. The measurement of the elevation
ofthe ST segment is a major symptom for detection of'
ventricular hypertrophy. So the Butterworth lowpass filter
with too low cutoff frequency is not suitable to smooth the
ECG signale
An eight point moving average filter with a cutoff
frequency at 22 Hz was also used to smooth the ECG signal.
The output is shown in figure 5~2~.6 and figure 5-2-7® It
can be seen from this figure that only the amplitude of
the QRS was attenuated and no other portion of the signal
was distorted. Hence the method of moving average is also
suitable for doing sectional filtering for ECG signal. Sine
only the first difference of the filtered output of the QPS























Fig. 5-2-7 The original clean ECG and the 8-point moving average filtered output are re-drawn in this figure for
comparison.
Grisrixinl input
Filtered output of a 8-point moving average filter
50 1001 150 200
TIME (2.5 msecdiv.)
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this first difference can be used as a criteria in performing
such a sectional moving average.
5-3 Implementation of a sectional moving average filter
In order to have a fast execution speed in real time
process, a simplified scheme was used to smooth the ECG
signal The ECG signal was filtered individually by three
moving average filters viz. 8-point moving average, V-point
moving average and a 2-point moving average. The first
difference of the 8-point moving average filter was first
calculated. If this first difference is greater than a
threshold value, it is assumed that a QRS complex is encount¬
ered which should be passed through a moving average filter
.of higher cutoff freauencv.
A block diagram of the process is shown in figure 5-3-1«
A switch is controlled by the first difference of the 8-poin1
moving average filtered output. If the difference is greater
than five, the output is switched to a lower number of
moving average. Different delay is added to each filter to
eliminate the unequal delay caused by these filters. For the
shake of preserving a better QRS output, the switch is also
























MAY 2 MOVING AVERAGE FILTER
Fig. 5-3-1 Block diagram of sectional moving average filter.
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ECG signal. If the input is noisy, output is switched to 4-
point average. If the input is with slight noise, the output
is taken from a 2.-point moving average. If the input is clean,
it is directly transferred to output. Another procedure was
done to take care of the transistion from S wave to T wave.
The output is switch to an eight point moving average after
some delay of the QRS complex.
An amplitude frequency response of the filter is shown
in figure 5-3-2. In order to have a zero frequency response
at 50 Hz with an 8-point moving average filter, the input
data was sampled at 400 data/sec. The frequency' response of
the moving average filter can be obtained from the Z trans-
form of equation 5--1. -3 and is given in the following:
5.3.1
The sectional moving average filter was implemented on
the 6800 microprocessor. The detection of noise is given_in
the next chapter on signal monitoring. The necessary program
is given in the appendix. There are no limit cycle oscillation,
pLdder overflow oscillation and recursive roundoff error of
the moving average filter since it only averages out a











(With sampling rate 400 datasec.)
FREQUENCY
Fig. 5-5-2 Amplitude frequency response of the moving average filter.
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only requirement is to provide sufficient word length for
the summation of inputs, The variance of the AD conversion
noise after filtering by the moving average equals a 12,
which is independent of the number to be averaged, 0 Heie
and m= number of bit in AD conversion.
R— Pocnl Jr on rl rH o rMiocrn r
A noisy ECG and a clean EGG obtained from a same patient
was passed through an analog Butterworth filter and a sectional
moving average filter with baseline correction. The cutoff
frequency of the Butterworth filter was set at 50 Hz. and 25
Hz The result is depicted in figure 5--1 and 5respect-
ivelyc It can. be seen from figure 5that the noise was
more effectively reduced by the analog filter with cutoff
frequency at 25 Hz than by the moving average filter, but
the QRS complex and the ST segment were distorted by the
former The noisy ECG was taken from the uneasy-feeling
patient, so that a larger baseline fluctuation occurred and
the ECG was passed through the sectional moving average filter
Yith the baseline drift elimination at a higher cutoff frequency
(refer to chapter A)• Therefore there was a slight distortion
at the end of T wave due to the baseline elimination In
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figure 5-4-2, a clean ECG passed through the sectional moving
average with baseline. elimination at a lower cutoff frequency.
Hence no T wave distortion appeared.
One limitation of this filtering method is that it cannot
remove the inbanded noise which is also the problem that
cannot be solved by a linear filter. If a patient is very
uneasy and produce a large amount of muscle noise which
overlaps the ECG signal spectrum, the normal practice is
to relax him as much as possible before. taking the 'ECG. Smooth-
ing of the ECG signal if still required is much better to be
done by a sectional moving average filter than a simple analog
filter.. It can remove much of the out of band noise and it
can be effectively better implemented with a microprocessor
at a very moderate cost.
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(a) An ECG signal contaminated with muscle noise.
(b) The noisy ECG signal was filtered by a 4th order
Butterworth lowpass filter with cutoff freq. at 50 Hz.
.... i......... ::-::r:-...,--------- t--_ ,1--.
(c) The noisy ECG signal was filtered by a 4th order
Butterworth lowpass filter with cutoff freq.-at 25 Hz.
(d) The noisy ECG signal was filtered by the designed
sectional moving average filter.
Fig. 5-4-1 An ECG signal with muscle noise was filtered
by various filter.
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(a) A clean ECG signal.
(b) The clean ECG signal was filtered by a 4th order
Butterworth lowpass filter with cutoff freq. at 50 Hz.
(c) The clean ECG signal was filtered by a 4th order
Butterworth lowpass filter with a cutoff freq at 25 Hze
(d) The clean ECG signal .was filtered by the designed
sectional moving average filter.
Fig. 5-4-2 A clean ECG signal was filtered by
various filters,
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CHAPTER SIX ECG ENCODING FOR REAL TIME PROCESSING,
SIGNAL PREMONITORING AND OVERALL SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION.
The compression of ECG signal is desirable for many
reasons: to do real time ECG processing by small computer,
reduction of memory storage for data base, reduction of
transmission rate through telephone network from a hospital
to an ECG computational centre or vice versa. Since the
ECG is often converted into hundreds of samples/sec, it
is difficult to do real time ECG analysis on a small
computer because of this high data rate. For example, a
simple method to detect if an :input QRS complex is a PVC
is to classify whether the input QRS belongs to a normal
group or a PVC group. The classification criteria is
based on its area, amplitude, duration and offset
(41)'*
It is difficult to calculate these parameters and classify
the QRS as normal or abnormal in real time without any
compression of the ECG.
In this chapter, some of the existing compression
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techniques are discussed. A,. compres ,ion method based on
these technique is cbveloped which is suitable for real time
ECG analysis on a microprocessor. Besides the compression
of ECG signal, the signal premonitoring and the overall
system implementation are given in this chapter.
6-1 Review on some of the ECG encoding methods
The increasing use of digital computer in the
interpretation of ECG has stimulated the compression of
ECG for the already mentioned reasons and some of the
techniques are presented in this section.
(a) Decomposing an EGG into its intrinsic components
The decomposition. of an ECG into its intrinsic components
is analogous to the transformation of an EGG signal to the
frequency domain. For example, the frequency components of
an ECG signal are below 50 Hz, therefore an ECG can be
represented mainly in terms of the 50 frequency components,
Instead of storing a time domain ECG' signal, the amplitude
and phase of these components are saved so as to reduce the
storage of data base. Also some ECG processing can be made
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with these few components. Different methods of transformation
(42) have been used to decompose the ECG into some principle
components (intrinsic components) in order to represent
the ECG' with fewer terms. For example, a graphic expression
of some of the intrinsic components used by M. E. Womble(42)
is depicted in fig. 6-1-1. However such a transformation
involves complex calculation and is not suitable for real
time microprocessor application.
Instrinsic component I, Instrinsic component 2,
Instrinsic component 3, Instrinsic component 4,
Fig. 6-1 -1 an example of graphic expression of some
intrinsic components.
(b) AZTEC encoding
This AZTEC( amplitude-zone-time-epoch-coding) was
developed J. R. Cox et al (43)* The principle of coding
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is as follows. The first samplcvi sets the initial
conditions on two lii sits: v max= v min= vi Samples
obtained at subsequent inputs are compared with these limits.
If the input exceeds one of these limits, the limit involved
is replaced by the former. The substitution continues
until vmax- vmin is greater than a predefined threshold.
A line given by (v max+ v min)/ 2 represents the input
with value in between v max-- vmin and the length of this
line equals the number of inputs. A sucessive line is
formed similarly. When a signal of higher frequency and
ampl1tude such as the QPS begins, the voltage samples
change rapidly, and lines of short duration will be formed.
A series of lines,. each containing four samples or less,
is considered to be adequately represented by a constant
rate of voltaSe change, or slope, as long 'as the voltage
difference between adjacent lines does not change. The
slope is terminated by aline longer than four samples
.or a change in signs. The slope is represented by two
data: the voltage difference between the lines bounding
the slope and the duration between the slopes. The ECG
is encoded in terms of line and slope which are represented
by a pair of datas (amplitude, duration).
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(c) Delta encoding or delta encoding with threshold
Delta encoding (44) is based on the fact that difference
between successive samples of a band limited signal is,
on the overage, smaller than the amplitude of the samples,
themselves. Therefore the difference of an ECG signal was
transmitted -with few word length, The delta encoding
with threshold is similar to delta encoding but transmission
occur only when the difference is greater than a threshold.
6-2 Compression the ECG data in terms of duration
Instead of the.usual way to compress the ECG in terms
of amplitude difference or amplItude-.,duration pairs, a
compression method in terms of duration has been developed
to represent the ECG signal. The basic principle of
operation was derived from the AZTEC encoding and the delta
encoding.
The first input data vi set two limits vi= v max= vmin
The next input was compared with these limits, If this
input exceeded one of these limits, it replaced the corresponding
limit. This process was carried on until vmax vmin was
greater than a threshold of value of 4, _A straight line of men
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value (vm) of Vmax and vmin represented the input signal in
between these limits.
Two threshold values were set up for comparision
with subsequent inputs. These threshold values were formed
by adding or subtracting a fixed constant k= 4 to or from
the above mean value vm viz. an upper threshold value of
(vm+ 4) and a lower threshold value of (vm -on 4). Subsequent
inputs were compared with these thresholds. If the inputs
were near the upper thresholds they were compared with this
upper threshold until their absolute difference exceeded a
limit of value of 2. These inputs were then represented by
a straight line of the upper threshold value and the number
of these inputs (i.e. duration) were counted.
Since the amplitude of the new straight line was known
to have 'a fixed difference between the previous mean value
vm, it is only required. to represent it by a duration
The same procedure was performed if the inputs were near the
lower threshold value. Two new thresholds were generated
similarly to have the same fixed difference added or
subtracted to the previously determined level (a upper
threshold level or a lower threshold level.) The following
inputs were compared with these new thresholds and same
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process was carried on. The maximum (duration) number of
inputs represented by a line was limited to below 63 samples
In order to have a representation of the line level, a
sign bit was added to the duration. A sign bit with a zero
value indicated that the current line was greater than the
previous line of fixed amplitude difference= 4. On the
other land, a sign bit of one represented that the current
.line was less than the previous level of difference= 4.
The binary data format to represent the ECG input in terms
of straight line in the microprocessor is depicted below.




br)- b r,= duration period
0
indicated current level was greater than previous
level of fixed amplitude difference e 4
b6
ti
indicated current level. was lower than previous
level of fixed amplitude difference= 4
b7= for othe± prupose
In some circumstances, the subsequent ECG input cannot
be represented by either of the predefined upper threshold
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or lower threshold value. A new mean value to represent the
current input was set up following the same procedure to set
up the inital moan value. Now the bit with a value of
one in the above binary format was used to show that a new
mean value was set up6 The new mean value was represented
by two bytes of data following the data with b set to one.
The meaning of the data is explained later. The upper or
lower threshold comparison was repeated. If successive
lines of duration were less than or equal to four, it was
assumed that a slope exist. The slope was represented by
three bytes of data. One byte of data was used to represent
the duration of the slope and two bytes of data to represent
the two extremities in order. The binary format to represent
these data is given below.
Mrst byte b7 b6 b5 b4b3 b2 b1 b0
bo- b5= duration of slope
b6= don't care
b7=1
Second byte= amplitude of first extremity3
Third byte= amplitude of next extremity.
The slope was terminated by either a line of duration
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greater than 2 or an opposite sign of slope. In the above
discussion, the data format of a new mean value was similar
to the representation of a slope. The difference was that
the two extremities were replaced by the mean value.
Now in summary, there are only two types of data in
the representation of the ECG signal:
(i) A straight line with a fixed amplitude difference to the
previous line
b7 b5 V b3 b2
b1
b0b6
0 up U level to previous line
1 down level to previous line
b— h— rlnr»a-Mrm n -P lino
(11) A slope or a new line





bO~ b5= duration of slope or the new line
next two bytes= extremities of slope or amplitude of a new
line
The data compression of the ECG was implemented in an
off line process, so that a direct digital output would be
obtained for a better comparison with the original input.
The result of compressing an ECG by this method is shown
in figure 6-2-1, It can be seen that on the average a normal
ECG signal could be represented by 21 straight lines of
constant difference, 2 new lines and 4 slopes. Therefore
the total number of bytes required to represent an ECG signal
is:
21 x 1 byte+ (2+ 4) x 3 bytes= 39 bytes.
Instead of representation of an ECG with a data rate
of 400 samples per second, it was compressed to be represented
with an average data rate of 39 bytes of 8 bit data per second,
The compression ratio is about 10, The compression ratio of
this method can be increased by enlarging the difference
between tvo success ive lines but it will cause larger
distortion. Hence the difference between two successive
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lines was set to four for higher accuracy and the difference
between the actual ECG input and the correspondingly compressed
line equals 21 level o. Converting back to an 8 bit data
of 256 levels, The variation became 0.8% of full range
input. If the normal ECG signal was encoded by the AZTEC
code with sarije precision, 58 bytes of data-were required
to represent it. Therefore this method is better than
the AZTEC code,
On the average there are only four slopes in a complete
cycle of a compressed ECG as shown in figure 6--2-1 0 The
detection of a slope is simply achieved by checking the bit
b7 of a compressed data0 Hence it is very.easy *and fast to
identify a QRS complex by invest gating :.hose four slopes
and the important parameters e.g. the heart rate, detection
of abnormal beat can be rapidly obtained by further process-
ing only 39 data. Since there are only'39 data to represent
a compressed ECG, there is enough time to do more complex
ECG analysis in real time processing.
6-3 ECG signal premonitoring
Premonitoring of the ECG is essential before the




Fig. 6-2-1 An ECG was compressed to be in terms of constant difference straight
lines and slopes.
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there is no ECG input due to loosened electrode attachment
or the blocking of heart beat, it is necessary to have some
form of indication or alarm,
The premonitor includes the detection of no signal
input, noisy input over saturated input and excessive
transient disturbance (due to occasional' inherent switching
errors associated with ADC and S/H circuits). The basic
operation of the detection as follows. Eight hundred samples of
the first voltage difference of the ECG input were computed.
If within any 800 successive samples, more than 160 computed
first differences were formed to be greater than 10, then
the input signal was assumed to be very noisy. Similarly
if more than 700'first voltage differences were less than or
equal to two, then no input signal was assumed. The above
criteria were based on the fact that generally only about nine
of the first voltage difference of the QRS complex of a clean
ECG could be greater than 10. So it was seldom for any strip
of recording to have more than 160 first voltage difference
within 800 input samples (i,e. 2 second) that were greater
than 10 except when the input was very noisy. Similarly
it was rare to have more than 700 samples among 800 input
samples, that were less than or equaled to two except when
there was no signal input. The 800 samples was chosen in
order to test the ECG input for about 2 sec because some
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patients might have a heart rate below 40. Also another
condition for slightly noisy input signal Mould be set up
if more than 160 first voltage' difference i as found to have
an amplitude that was in between 5 and 10.
In order to have an immediate indication. of input signal
condition, a successive test was used. The first difference
of the current input replaced the first one of the 800 samples,
so that the condition was tested within the current 800 samples,
A high transient elimination routine was performed to
delete a single occurring transient0 The reason was that
occasionally a single sample input which had an amplitude
much greater than its neigh' our.. wa detected after the
conversion. This, high transient might be due to switching
error produced by. the S/H circuit or the. A/D converter. There-
fore the input was compared with its 16 immediate neighbours.
If it was found out that this input was much greater than
its neighbours, its value was replaced by the average of its
nearest two neighbour.
6-4 Overall system implementation
The above mentioned processes were implemented on a
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MC 6802 microprocessor with a maximum clock rate 1 MHz.
The total number of clock cycles required for the entire
process..using this microprocessor i_s greater than 2.5 msec.
Therefor two MC 6802 microprocessors are cascaded in pipeline
processing, Really the total processes can be implemented
with a single microprocessor of higher clock rate (e.g. 2MHz
clock). The reasons of using this microprocessor are:
availability of a M6800 development system in the department
and no problem with the local supply of this microprocessor
chip,' In order to provide for the overall system flexibility
and expandability for further ECG processing,. the micor-
processors are disigned in pipeline processing and connected
r
to a central microprocessor unit (M6800D2 evaluation Kit).
Detailed technical characteristics of the M6800D2 evalutio n
Kit can be obtained from reference(45). The functions of
the central processor unit are:
(i) The central processor sent commands to the processor
unit one and two to ask for various filtered digital
output or the original digital input. The received
data was transferred to the D/A converter.
(ii) The central processor received the condition-code of
input signal after premonitoring. This code was dis-
play on LED. A block diagram of the overall system
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is given in figure 6--4--1. The circuit diagram and the
software programs for the whole processes are given in
the appendix. The mean square error of the overall system
due to the A/D conversion errors r_oundoff error, was less
4 2 -8
than 2/3, =2 -8 was obtained following the previously
mentioned procedure (35)' It can be seen that even though
many filtering process were involved in the preprocessor
the error is still very small. The reason is that suffi-
cient word length was provided in the process.
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Fig. 6-4-1 A. block diagram of the overall system implementation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
7-1 Reduction of artifacts from ECG by--microprocessor
in real -ti-me _process
The ECG signal has been found to have close relation
to the mechanical evonts of the cardiac cycle in the
early part of this century. Since then it has been widely
used in the diagnosis of heart diseases and monitoring
of ill patients. For the sake of effectively handling patients,
the diagnosis and monitor are helped by digital computer
to process the signal automatically.
Frequently there are many artifacts coupled to the ECG
signal e. g. 50 Hz hum, baseline drift and muscle noise.
These artifacts cause great difficulty in visual or automatic
diagnosis and monitoring. They can also easily give rise
to wrong diagnosis. Therefore many researchers have
attempted to reduce these artifacts through different approaches
such as fixed linear filtering, adaptive and, statistical
method.
With the advance in technology, the microprocessors
are increasingly used in digital signal processing because
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of its low price, siIlmpe dosid with lesss components
and easy modification. Some methods are developed to do
real time ECG signal preprocessing by microprocessor. The
preprocessor may be added to a digital computer-aided
ECG monitor or diagnosis machine to increase its capability.
It may also be added to any ECG recorder to reduce the artifacts.
(A) Reduction of 50 Hz interference-
ThP 50 Hz interference is a serious problem in ECG
recording. Basically this interference enters the system
through the following ways:
(a) magnetic induction
(b) displacement current to electrode
(c) displacement current to human body
(d) equipment imperfection.
Although different filtering metli,ads have been, used to
reduce this interference, yet some of them are cumbersome
and cannot be implemented in real-time process. From the
spectral study of the ECG waveform and result of filtering
viz. a 50 Hz notch filter of various band widths, only the
amplitude of the QRS complex is affected( a slight
attenuation of about 2%) provided that the notch width is
kept to within 4 Hz.
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A new method( to the best knowledge of the author)
had been developed for the 50 Hz attenuation in ECG with
the following advantages:
(i) It can attenuate the 50 Hz hum by more than
L40 dB and has a flat unity gain response
outside the cutoff frequency.
(ii} Besides the management of updating the input/
output buffer, it only requires 2 addition,
one subtraction and 5 shifting of double
word length data. Hence it can be implemented
on any 8- bit microprocess in real time
processing. The maximum processing rate
depends on the clock rate of the microprocessor
and its instruction set. Usually the maximum
processing rate is not less than 3.0 KHz with
1 MHz clock rate for any general 8-bit micro-
processor.
(iii) The memory storage required is small. For
example, for the MC6802 microprocessor
requires only 200 bytes of 8 bit storage.
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(B) Reduction of baseline drift
The baseline wandering of an ECG signal is normally
due to the poor electode attachment, swinging leads,
breathing etc. A modification of the above filtering
process was used to attenuate such low frequency drift.
The baseline wandering was reduced by a considerable amount
and a high reduction of such baseline drift could be obtained
at the expense of distortion of the T wave. This is the
common problem that a linear filter cannot eliminate inband
noise. However the filtering method is better than other
conventional filter in view of its faster execution speed
which is a major factor in real time--digital signal processing.
(C) Smoothing the ECG signal
In addition to the reduction of 50 Hz interference
and baseline drift, it-is necessary to smooth out other
artifacts (muscle noise) from ECG recording. It was
discovered that a conventional Butterworth lowpass
filter of too low a 3dB cutoff frequency not only attenuated
the amplitude of QPS complex but also affected the elevation
of ST segment. From the result of filtering a clean signal
with a lowpass filter of various cutoff frequencies, it was
observed that the main frequency components of the T,
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P and QPS waves were below 10 Hz, 20 H.z and 50 Hz respectively.
Therefore the basic principle of sectional filtering was
adopted to smooth the ECG signal. The moving average filter
was used for tine purpose because it did not affect the ST
segment even with too low cutoff frequency. A sectional
moving average filter was set up to smooth the ECG signal.
It was much better than a conventional filter in that it
could smooth the individual wave of the ECG signal more
effectively.
7-2 Data encoding and Signal prernonitoring
Compression of ECG is desirable for real time ECG
signal analysis and digital transmission of ECG signal
through telephone network. The most suitable compression
methods for microprocessor implementation are the AZTEC
encoding and the delta encoding. Based on these methods,
another compression method (encoding the ECG signal with
duration) was developed. This method can compress the
ECG signal to a ratio of 10 to 1 and an accuracy of
±0.8% of the full range input.
Some other signal prernonitorings are also incorporated
into the preprocessor. These include the indication of
no signal input, noisy input and over amplitude input.
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The signal. condition was used to partly conirol the switch-
ing of the sectional moving average filter and alert
the monitor or recorder to take action as situation arose.
7-3 Discussion
Although the microprocessor have been available for
a number of years, it is only recently that they are
being incorporated into biomedical instruments. Biomedical
applecations of microprocessors include the following (46):
cardiology; anesthesiology neurology obstetrics physiology
radiology etc. In particular in the area of cardiology,
many microprocessor systems have been built to do ECG
signal diagnosis (47)- (48). These systems save certain cycles
of ECG signal and adapted the processing algorithm from
available commercial ECG diagnostic program. The major
advantage of this approac.h is to reduce the system cost.
The future trend of microprocessor in application of
ECG is to do real time ECG analysis (49)- (50), It not
only satisfies the requirement for some specific purposes
but also does not require large memory storage to reduce
the system cost. The major problem of real time signal
processing is the necessity to process a large amount of
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data within a constrained time. Therefore two approaches
may be used to solve this problem. One is to partition
the process to be done in a parallel processing with more
than one processing unit and increase its processing power
with the aid of special function chips. The other approach
is to develop fast effective processing methods. The
latter is more economical and compact but it is difficult
to do the development. The approach adopted for the
developed microprocessor-based ECG signal preprocessor in
this project belongs to the latter. The basic principle
of operation may be applied to other physiological signal
processing,
I t should be pointed out that care must be taken to
handle the limit cycle oscillation, adder overflow, round-
off error for the actual implementation of the filtering
process.
Some suggestions for further work are given below:
(i) The ECG signal after preprocessing is suitable for
real time automatic analysis. Normally a detailed
automatic diagnosis usually involve complex processes,
so that the preprocessed ECG signal should be sent to
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cardiac centre for detailed analysis. However th.e
preprocessor may be extended-to do some special jobs,,
such that it can stand alone to do real time signal
-pro cess:Lng for different types of patient. The pre
processor. ray be extended to measure the rhythmic
activities of a patient to find out whether he or she is
bradycardiac or tachycardiac,. or it can be used to contin-
uously monitor the trend of heart rate for a post-
operative patient. The preprocessor may also ..be extended
to detect. the abnormal beat (PVC) of a patient follow-
ing the similiar procedures that are done by the
arrhythmia guard system(41). This system classifies
an input QPS complex to be a PVC or not by its magnitude.
duration, area and offset, Functions such as these may
be incorporated into the preprocessor to.-be--handled in a
real time fashion. The above processes can be easily
developed in the relevent hospitals or clinical labo-
ratories through the cooperation of cardiologists and
biomedical engineers with suitable computer background.,
(ii)The fr_ equency spectral analysis o'f ECG signal may be
useful. in ECG diagnosis, An accurate spectral analysis
with high resolution is more easily obtained in digital
172
form. However a real time Fast Fourier Transform
of the ECG signal has not yet been developed for
microprocessor implementation(50). This, therefore,









to cessorcessor Module (:ri
Module Two.Module Cne.Digital Burr--Brown
Module. MP11 data
sheet)
M6800 D2 Kit, LED Display
Central Processor, through
D2 nit I/O( rf. reference 45)..
Port
Fig. A-1 Circuit block diagram of the overall ECG signal preprocessor.
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4 TH ORDER A/D CONVERTER WITH
CLOCK CIRCIT AND DIGITALBUTTERWORTH LOWPASSANALOG
OUTPUTSAMPLE REFERENCE VOLTAGEECG INPUT
PRESAMPLING FILTER
HOLD (M!N5357, MC14049,
150 HZ CUTOFF FREQ.
(LF398) UA723, LM304
(UAF41
MONOSTABLn M ON OSTABLE
MULTIVIBRATORMULTI-VIBRATORSAMPLING CLOCK INPUT
(MC145 38) (1c14538)
Fig. A-2 Circuit block diagram of the AID converter module( enclose with IC code number).
Sampling clock input.
Fig. A-3 Circuit diagram of AD module.




Fig. A-4 Circuit diagram for microprocessor module one,
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fct)
REOE 889
00465 C150 B6 0068 SLEXST LDR R COUNT
00466 C160 81 CIF3 CMP R DULMSL
00467 C163 2E 57 BGT TERMSL
00468 C165 FS 0070 LDA B SNUMSL
00469 C168 C1 01 CMP B #1
00470 C16A 26 20 BNE LSTSIC
00471 C160 B6 0068 LDB R COURT
00472 C1SF BB 0077 ADD R DURSL
00473 C172 B7 0077 STR A DIRSL
00474 C175 7F 0068 CLR COUNT
00475 C178 B6 006D LDR R MERN
00476 C178 B1 0075 CMP A FNDSL
00477 C17E 2C 03 BGE POSS
00478 C180 73 0078 COM SIONSL
00479 C183 B7 0076 POS5 STR R ENDSL
00480 C186 7C 0070 INC SNUMSL
00481 C189 E7 CIEE JMP RET
00482 C18C 70 0079 TSTSIO TST SIGNSU
00483 C18F 2B 1F BMT NEGSL
00484 C191 B6 0060 LDA A NEAM
00485 C194 16 TAE
00486 C195 B0 0075 SUB A ENDSL
00487 C198 2D 1F BLT TESLS2
00488 C19A F7 0076 CORRSL STA B ENDSL
00489 C19D B6 0068 LDR R COUN
00490 C1R0 BB 0077 RDD R DURSL
00491 C1R3 B7 0077 STR R DURSL
00492 C8R6 B1 C1F0 CMP A LMSL
00493 C1R9 2D 43 BLT RET
00494 C1RB 7C 0070 INC GTLMSL
00495 C1RE 20 0C BRR TREMSL
00496 C180 BS 00S0 NEOSL LDR R MERN
00497 C1B3 16 TRB
00498 C184 B0 0076 SUB A ENDSR
00499 C1B7 2D E1 BLT CORRSL
00500 C1B9 7C 0078 TESLSS2 INC SLFSL
00501 C1BC 7F 0078 TERMSL. CLR SNUMSL
00502 C1BF 7F 0079 CLR SIGNSL
00503 C1C2 C6 80 ;DR B #$80
00504 C1C4 FB 0068 ADD B COUNT
00505 C1C7 F7 0071 STR B DRTL
00506 C1CA F6 0075 LDR B STRSU
00507 C4CD F7 0072 STR B DRT2
00508 C1D0 FS 0076 LDR B ENBSL
00509 C1D3 F7 0073 STR B DRT3
00510 C1DS 7D 0078 TST OTLMS
00511 C1D9 27 08 DER LTLMSL
00512 C1DB 7F 007RCLR OTLMS
00513 C1DE 7F 0068 CLR COUNT
00514 C1E1 20 0B BRA REL
00515 C1E3 70 0078 TLMSL TST SLFSL
00516 C1E6 26 0S BME RET
00517 C1E8 7F 0070 C;R SNUMSL
00518 C1EB 7E CBE1 JMP SENES
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